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Veto awaits final
tax cut package

Employees
not going
to strike

not be sent to the White House
By JIM ABRAMS
until September, preventing PresiAssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- House dent Clinton from vetoing it. while
and Senate lawmakers, facing an Congress is away. -Clinton aides and congressionend-of-week deadline and the certainty of a presidential veto, are al Democrats kept up their attacks
seeking to forge a common ver- on the GOP plans Sunday. They
sion of their similar 10-year, $792 contended the tax cuts were far
Loo large and endangered the
billion tax cut packages.
Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, chair- nation's economic future and that
man of the House Ways and Means a better course would be to forCommittee -Senate- Finance -Gem'- --get about any cuts for now.2-th-would-be better to do--Oothmittee Chairman William Roth,-RDel., and others planned to meet ing and pay down.$100 billion of
tonight to try to resolve differ- our national debt than, to sign a
ences in the two bills. The goal large and irresponsible tax cut that
is to win final passage of a bill would signal to the world that the
before Congress begins its sum- era of fiscal discipline in the United States is ove0-Gene Sperling.
mer recess at week's end.
The measure, however, would chairman of Clinton's National Eco-

PRESTONSBURG. Ky (AP)
- Union employees at Highlands Regional Medical Center
have decided to call off a strike
scheduled for today. officials
said.
Following negotiations Sunday, employees voted 195-97
to postpone a threatened strike
for at least 30 days. union organizer Gabe Kramer said
"The hospital said at 1.30
this afternoon that they would
recognize the union's right to
represent the nurses - that's
something the hospital said they
would never do until this afternoon," Kramer said Sunday.
"With that in mind, over twothirds of the members voted
to postpone the strike and sit
down with the hospital and negotiate."
Hospital spokeswoman Kathy
Rubado refused to discuss the
status of negotiations Sunday.
About 400 employees had
threatened to walk off the lob
at noon today over working
conditions at the 184-bed hospital near Prestonsburg in Eastern Kentucky.

Heat claims
two women
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Women from Louisville and Indianapolis have become the third
and fourth Kentucky victims of
an oppressive heat wave
blamed for as many as 191
deaths in the central and eastern United States, authorities
said.
Dorothy Nourse, 60, of Indianapolis, died en route to a
hospital Saturday night after
collapsing at Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom, a Louisville
amusement park.
Although Nourse did have
health problems, her death was
heat related, Jefferson County
Deputy Coroner Danny Chapman said Sunday.
Payton, 21. of
Dawn
Louisville, died in her sleep
early Sunday morning at her
home, which did not have an
air conditioner. Though she suffered from epilepsy, Chapman
said her death also was heat
related.
....On Thursday, John Dawson.
75, of Hopkinsville, died from
a heat stroke and Mozelle
Whitaker, 91, of Louisville, was
found dead in her home, which
did not have an air conditioner.
Her husband, Frank Whitaker, was found disoriented and
I dehydrated and was admitted
to a local hospital.
The National Weather Service office in Louisville recorded a high of 91 degrees Sunday. but showers had lowered
the temperature to 76_ degrees
by midafternoon.
"That's certainly way better
than yesterday," said National
Weather Service forecaster Rick
Lasher.
Barkley Regional Airport in
Paducah reported its driest July
on record with 0.28 inches of
precipitation and the fifthwarmest July on record with
an average temperature of 81.6
degrees.
'%/N/ I /X7- 11-1
Tonight. Mostly clear Low
around 65 Light northeast wind
Tuesday Partly cloudy High
85 to 90.
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nomic Council, said on NBC's
"Meet the Press."
The projected $I trillion surplus over the next decade that
Republicans assume in their tax
cut plans "is all imaginary and
think we ought to get with the
reality that now is the time to
pay down the debt," Sen. Ernest
Hollings, D-S.C.. added.
But Republicans insisted that
theinoney is there and that unlike
Democrats, who would spend it
on new,government programs,,they.
believe it should be returned to •
the American people. "We are
much further apart than the pub-

II See Page 2

State still without
black superintendents
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
Barbara Wildey, a teacher at Murray Elementary School,
puts the finishing touches on her classroom. Murray
'
students start school Tuesday.

Murray ready
for students
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The numbers might stay the same, but the times, they are achangin', especially where security and safety are concerned.
Early enrollment figures show about 1.350 students are slated
to attend Murray city schools beginning Tuesday for the sophomore year of the system's alternative calendar.
-----"Tritat's right on the money with what we've had the last five
or six years," said Superintendent W.A. Franklin.
But what they will see - or what will be seeing them - will
•
be different.
Video cameras will be installed at various locations at all three
schools, especially the Doran Road front entrance and possibly the
parting lot at Murray High School, Franklin said.
That same entrance will be the only one that will be unlocked,
he added.
"That's just a matter of checking them regularly" to make sure
they are not propped open. Franklin said.
Other measures. - from- teaching conflict resolution to using
name tags to differentiate teachers from visitors to equipping principals and key staffers with two-way radios - are byproducts of a
districtwide safety plan forged this spring.
The plan was required by a -new slate law in order for the

• See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky,(AP) - A year ago. Kentucky school boards promised to work harder to
recruit minority superintendent candidates. However,
all of the state's 176 school districts will start the
new year with white leaders.
Civil rights leaders in Kentucky brought attention
to the issue last year after black finalists did not
*in several superintendent jobs. After noting that
black Kentucky school administrators are often courted for out-of-state superintendents' posts while gettinj nowhere in their - home state, the, Kentucky
School Boards Assiatiori offered to increase its
recruitment effort.
• None of the 19 superintendent vacancies since
last fall,, was filled by a-ininority educator. The
KSBA organized 10 of- the job searches. Its officials say no nonwhite applicants were interviewed
as finalists in the districts where the association worked

"Our efforts have not produced any. tangible results." said Brad Hughes, a spokesman for the
association.
About II percent of the students in Kentucky schools
are black or from another racial minority,'although
only about 50 of the 176 school distncts have
minority population greater than 5 percent.
The National Alliance of Black'Educators said in
a draft report that there were 258 black superintendents nationwide, with Mississippi having the
most at 36. Eighteen states had no black superintendents, including two Southern states, Kentucky.
and West Virginia. according to the report.
In the past year. the KSBA did not contact the
approximately 10 minorities with out-of-state super-

111 See Page 2

Class guideline under scrutiny
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)-State ommends that students earn a cred- are allowed and the new language
requirement would shrink the numlawmakers are studying new col- it in a computer course.
But many school officials say ber further. That means it could
lege admission guidelines that will
force students to take two foreign they only recently learned of the be more difficult to schedule coursrequirement. They also complain es like band, nursing or computlanguage classes in high sthool.
The Council on Postsecondary that the rule will strain the teach- er science.
Larry Salmon, superintendent of
Education increased admission ing force and limit elective coursrequirements last fall after the state es students choose for themsel 'es. .the Calloway County schools, said
n s-et nets., -high —1---think it's caught a "lot of many schas do not have enough
Bd of hducaiio—
school graduation requirements that people off guard," said Salidy certified foreign-language teachers
generally were more stringent than Allen,. principal. of Ballard High to offer courses, to every student.
School in Jefferson County "What He also said that at a time when
colleges required.
The council, and later law- is happening is 'that .were com- the state is pushing schools to
makers, approsed a plan that would ing very close to having a man- raise English. math, science and
require students in the class of dated curriculum for children;' she social studies skills, requiring language classes v.ould be a bad
2004 to earn two credits or demon- said.
diversion.
requiregraduation
Increased
strate proficiency. in a foreign landecreased
1997
in
approved
ments
Kena
to
admission
gain
guage to
• See Page 2
tucky college. The plan also rec- the number of electives students

Child support
being paid
increases
The amount of child-supFRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
port paid by Kentyocky parents has grown nearly 300 percent over the past 10 years, state officials said.
According to state figures. Kentuckians paid nearly
5215 million in child support during the budget year that
ended June 30. an increase of almost 11 percent from the
previous year and almost 300 percent more than what
was paid in 1989.
The amounts include payments. from parents made without government involvement and payments collected by
the state and counties.
"With welfare reform and people no longer getting public assistance, child support is crucial to a lot of mothers and fathers to take care of children," said Michael B.
Fox, Carter County attorney and president of the Kentucky County Attorneys Association.
Despite the progress, state officials admit that there's
still nearly $1 billion in uncolkccted money from people
who either have gotten 'behind in payments or haven't
paid at all.
-The state has taken some hard hits about collection,
but it is almost an insurmountable task," said John Keeton, assistant Clark County ,attorney. "What's happening
statewide is an increased interest in child support and the
general public is tired of .people not paying."
Kathy Adams, a spokeswoman for the state Child Support Division of the Cabinet for Families and Children,

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
RECYCLING MATERIALS...Barbara Brown hands packages to volunteers Saturday during the 22nd
Make A Difference Day. In addition to items for recycling, school supplies were also collected.

II See Page 2
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From Page 1
intendent certification who had listed themserves on a state Department of Education job database,
nor did it make any effort to contact the 36 minority educators with
Kentucky superintendent certification.
An association official said it
had not contacted them because
many people wit -such certification don't intend to use it.
However, Bernard Hamilton, a
former Mississippi superintendent
who recently was hired as an associate commissioner with the Kentucky Department of Education,
said KSBA officials showed little
interest when he - met with them
in February to inquire about possible superintendent jobs in the
state.
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agree with everyone else who says
there's no reason why we should
not have a minority school superintendent in this state."
Hughes said the group is reviewing what it might do differently
in future searches to bring more
minority candidates before local
school boards. The elected boards
make final hiring decisions.
James Coleman, the KSBA
minority recruiting specialist, said
educators across the country are
now aware of Kentucky's interest,
but landing an out-of-state caret;
date may be difficult.
"We need to cultivate more people in our own back yard," Coleman said. "The reality is that
minority superintendents are an
endangered species, and they can
pick and choose jobs. If you talk

to a person about a salary that's
less than six figures, you're going
to have a hard time."
Only five Kentucky districts pay
their superintendents more than
$100,000.
Fermon W. Knox, president of
the Northern Kentucky chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
said more needs to be done in
Kentucky.
"We are working hard in America to say that, if you get prepared and work hard, opportunity
is available, but when it comes
to superintendents in Kentucky, it
still seems like that the people
who are qualified and prepared
are having to go elsewhere," he
said.

•••
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"I thought they weren't very
optimistic about my prospects,"
Hamilton said.
"People outside this state have
a perception. that Kentucky probably ,doesn't have any minority
superintendents, because it doesn't
*want one," he 'said. "In my experience here: I have not felt or
heard any sense that getting a
minority superintendent is important."
However, the KSBA's Hughes
said some progress has been made.
The association hired a consultant
to help it recruit minority candidates, advertised openings with
groups that target minority educators and had a booth at a national conference of black educators.
"It's extremely disappointing to
us because of the different things
we've tried," Hughes said. "We

• -We spent the summer refining
that somewhat," Franklin said.
Not all of the summer was
spent with safety matters.
Adviser/advisee programs Nave
been started for freshmen at the
high school and for sixth; seventh- and eighth:graders -AT -lhe
middle school. The program assigns
each student a faculty adviser for
his or her school career, Franklin
said.
Some of the faculty faces will
be new ones. The school system
hired eight new teachers, half of
them at the middle school. after
-sorting through about 100. applications, Franklin said.
' They include Chuck Blanchard,
Jennifer Russell and Michael Conley at MES; Suzanne Stiers, Tina
Richie, Shawna Sharp and Russell Usher at MMS: and Amanda
Tipton at the high school. Also,

school system to qualify for school
safety grant funds this school year.
School personnel, parents and
members of the public at large
comprised a school safety cornm ite-th t diafred-the- plan based
on subcommittee meetings and
reviews of surveys by teachers.
staffers and students.
The safety measures "show
•we're concerned." said Franklin, the
committee co-chair. -Times have
changed. We want to make sure
we take those precautions."
former_ Murray.thief
Jerry Lee will return as the system's security officer.
"He's good at talking with kids,"
said Franklin, noting Lee studied
psychology at Murray State University and has worked toward a
master's degree in guidance counseling.
Bart Toth, who retired last month
after 17 years with MSU's Public
Safety. will perform some of the
same duties at Murray Middle
School. where he will work as an
NEW YORK (AP) — First lady
aide in the alternative educati6n Hillary Rodham Clinton called her
room.
husband's infidelity -a sin of weakThe school system also will ness- and insisted in a magazine incontinue random searches using a terview that she has stayed with
drug-sniffing_ dog. Franklin said. - him out_of_lo_ve and not for her own
And guidelines with instructions benefit.
of What to do in case of a crisis
The Sunday Times said Mrs.
are being printed, an effort coor- Clinton emphasized in the Talk
dinated by Jean Bennett, the sys- magazine interview that her hustem's volunteer/safety coordinator band's affair-with-Monica- Lewinand ,safety committee co-chair.,
sky happened after the deaths of his
mother, her father and the 1993 suicide of their close friend Vincent
Foster.
"You known in Christian theology there are sins of weakness and
sins of malice, and this was a sin of
weakness." Mrs. Clinton was
quoted as saying.
President Clinton was impeached by the House for lying
about his affair with the former
.hite-Hou.se,-interw.-tho Senate- q uitted him after a irial in February.
"He coUldWr protect me, so he
lied." Mrs. Clinton said.
The article's author, Lucinda
Franks. told CNN today she believes Mrs. Clinton chose to talk_
now about her marriage and its
problems to fight her public image,
which ranges from "cold, calculating political wife" toa "kind of soft
thinker-of romance and fantasy."
"She has been-sfifeotyped in a
way that has been very painful to
her.---1--ttrink she ,feels that-people
753-4703
don't understand her, don't get
310 South 4th Stre(i
her," Franks said.

Sheila Henry has transferred from
the middle school to MHS. Franklin
said.
In the classrooms, MHS will
offer new electives, including theatre, art history. business law/criminal justice, world geography and
career- and life 'skills.
As many' as 32 middle school
students will learn music on 16
new Yamaha keyboards equipped
with headphones that connect to
computers. Also, freshman algebra will be available for eighthgraders and pre-algebra will be
offered to seventh-graders for the
first time.
Computers also will be used at
the P-4 grades at MES, where
basic computer keyboard classes
will be taught, Franklin said.
To power all of the equipment,
workers continue to install computer and electronic wiring at all

three campuses, where each room
has at least one telephone and one
computer drop, Franklin said.
Outdoors, workers continue to
work on the new athletic complex, the future home of softball.
.basebalt and s_occer fields, beside
the high school. The site is scheduled to be used during the 200001 school year, Franklin said.
Also, Ty Holland Field behind
the middle school will have new
sod put down instead of being resprigged, while repair work is
being done in the concrete stands,
he said.

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES..

"We need to get the basics
solved. Then we can move on to
other subjects," he said.
But Gordon Davies, president
of the council, said that figures show
that the state has enough foreign
language teachers. ,Acpording to
the state Education Department,
all but five high schools in the
state offer at least two credits in
a foreign language.
Davies also noted that Kentucky lags behind other states that
already require students to begin
to learn a language besides English.
-The evidence for this is that
a rigorous curriculum is a good
curriculum," Davies said. "Kentucky is the only Southern state
that doesn't have foreign language
credit as a part of its core curriculum."
Some legislators say they think
the requirement needs a thorough
debate, which they said it did not
get before the council passed the
new rule in November and then
moved the effective date from 2008

to 2004 in January.
"It was not well advertised that
they were going to do this," said
Rep. Buddy Buckingham, a Democrat from Murray. "Very few people I've talked to are aware of
it
Although Buckingham conceded 'that lawmakers approved the
rule, he said most were as unaware
of its implications as educators
are now.
"I've got nothing against foreign language, I'm all for them,
but this is going to cause some
real hardships for schools," he
said.
Davies, however, said teaching
foreign languages doesn't have to
divert attention from improving
math and science skills.
"We in education should be able
to learn how to rub our heads and
pat our bellies at the same time,"
he said. "The regulation gives high
schools and students ... a couple
of years to adjust to this. A student population trained in a language other than English is a better educated population."

• Veto ...

Bus routes will be the same as
those used at the end of the last
schooJ year, then adjusted as needed, Franklin said.
"We try to get as close to (students) as we can," he said.

First lady attributes affair to'weakness'

YES!

From Page 1

In the article, Mrs. Clinton said
she thought her husband's infidelity
"was resolved 10 years ago. ... I
thought he had conquered it," according to the newspaper.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Jake Siewert would not
comment on Mrs. Clinton's statements.
"The article paints a portrait of
Mrs. Clinton that is quite positive
and it speaks -for itself," he said
Sunday.
Mrs. Clinton blamed her husband's infidelity on a desire to
please women that can be traced to ,•
his childhood, the newspaper said.
"He was so young, barely 4,
when he was scarred by abuse.
There was a terrible conflict between his mother and grandmother," she said in the Magazine
article, according to the Londonbased- newspaper. which obtained a-copy of the story.
"A psychologist once told me

--,From Page 1- ----

-Corrent- governMent sspending-lef--els and normal emergency spendlic understands," Sen. Phil Gramm,
ing for such things as droughts,
R-Texas, said on ABC's "This
the surplus Would be closer to $46
Week."
billion than $1 trillion after 10 years.
Senate moderates who last week
"And that means the tax cut sends
unsuccessfully floated a $500 bilus into a deficit," he said on CBS.
lion plan that roughly splits the
The House-Senate conference is
difference between the GOP pronot about the size of the cut —
posal and the $290 billion cut
both bills are for $792 billion.
offered by Democrats said they
The
main difference is that the
still hold out hope for a deal.
"We actually called our bipar- House would initiate an acrosstisan tax cut the October plan, the-board 10 percent tax cut, while
because we believe that there's the Senate would reduce the lowthe makings here of a grand com- est tax bracket from 15 percent
promise," Sen. Robert Torricelli, to 14 percent and, beginning in
D-N.J., said on CBS' "Face the 2006, include some now in the
28 percent bracket in the 14 perNation."
cent
bracket.
But Senate Budget Committee
Chairman Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
There are also some differences
said Sny such compromise jmust in reduttions in capital gains
and
include a very large tax cut. -If estate taxes.
they don't want to start with that,
Sen. John Chafee, R-R.I., who
then we will have gridlock on voted for the Senate bill
after leadtheir terms; it will be their fault," ing the effort behind the $500
bilhe said on CNN's "Late 'Edition." lion compromise plan, said
he had
"Let's do a Medicare compro- told Majority Leader Trent
Lott,
mise first," Sperling, also on CNN, R-Miss., that if the
final version
replied, invoking the White House has the across-the-boa
rd cut,"don't
argument that the future of count on me" to vote
for it.
Medicare and Social Security must
be secured before any consideraDemocrats and some
tion of a tax cut. He said even a cans say an across Republi-the board
compromise figure of $400 billion approach would shift
a large perwould be unacceptably high.
centage of the benefits of the tax
Another opponent of tax cuts,. package to well-off
taxpayers.
Sen. Joseph' -Lieberman, D-Conn.,
The House approved its bill nearsaid that with, a continuation of ly along party lines.

that for a boy being in the middle
of a'conflict between iseamomen is
the worst possible situation," Mrs.
Clinton was quoted as saying.
"There is always a desire to please
eadi one."
Franks — the wife of Manhattan
District Attorney Robert Morgenthau, a prominent Democrat — said
Clinton's mother, Virginia Kelley,
wrote in her autobiography about a
physical tussle with her son's
grandmother over who would raise
the boy.
"She describes the chaos.... She
describes an incident in which
Bill's grandmother and she literally
were pulling him apart," with one
tugging on a shoe and the other on
an arm, Franks said.
Mrs. Clinton told Franks that,
since the Lewinsky scandal, her
husband "has been working on
imsetf-very /lard. ... He'his-be:come more aware of his past and
Staff Report
first-degree possession of cocaine.
what was causing this behavior."
Murray Ledger & Times
a Class D felony, and misdemeanor
A Clark Street man's attempt to
charges of trafficking in marijuana
avoid being served a warrant re- less than eight ounces and posses•
sulted in a brief foot pursuit Mon- sion of drug paraphernalia.
day
morning.
Other weekend reports included
hunt if they don't pay child supDiondray Todd, 25, ran from his serving Karl Coon, 19, of Grogan's
Porthome about 7 a.m. when Calloway Trailer Park On Kentucky 94 East.
The key to making sure peo- County sheriff
on Sunday with a Grayson Circuit
's
ple pay that is that "we're not Boyd tried to serveDeputy Michael Court
warrant charging him with
him with a warletting people off the hook," said • rant chargi
ng him with flagrant probation violation. He remained in
Doug Smith, director of Child sup- nn-support.
jail Monday in lieu of a $25,000
a Class D felony.
port in the Fayette County attorBoyd chased him down met_ cash bond.
ney's office. -The attitude used to
Murray police, meanwhile, conents later and arrested him, Sherbe that you'd only collect if the iff Stan
tinue to investigate the report of a
said.
person had a job and could afford
Todd 'remained in the Calloway theft of a truck from a North Fifth
it. Now, the ability to pay is based
County Jail in lieu of a $2,000 cash Street site.
on if the person is living and
bond.
Ashley Ross on Sunday reported
breathing."
Sheriffs officials filed flagrant the theft of the light blue GMC STo help with the problems that non-su
pport charges against two 15, which bears a Kentucky license
come along with collection. the
other men this past weekend.
plate 2884-DF, from the People's
Child Support Division has hired
Willia
m
Mogan
Bank
34,
remain
,
parking lot on North Fifth..
ed
in
two new special investigators,
jail in lieu.of a $30,000 cash bond according to a police press release..
bringing the total to four. They
:
.
help the cabinet locate hidden after being brought back from The truck was reportedly taken be
Crown Point, Ind., Sunday, Scott tween 10:30 p.m. Saturday and
assets a person who owes child
said.
12:20 p.m. Sunday.
support might have and serve childTroy Schooley, 23. of MurrayPolice also are investigating the
support summonses and warrants
Paris Road, was arrested early thefti of a gold watch from a
that have gone unserved by-local-Monday and taken to jail:where he Ford Probe late Thursday after- ,
law enforcement
remained in lieu of a $3,500 cash noon:
bond.
An anonymous caller reported.
In other reports, sheriff's offi- seeing saw two females, including
cials used the canine unit to search one with a towel wrapped around
the Irvan Cobb Road of Marvin her hand, standing beside the car
Roberson,.39, Friday night as part parked at a North Fourth
Street
of an investigation, Scott said.
home.
Officers found 6.8 ounces of
The girl with the towel reportmarijuana, some cocaine.- -scales. edly broke the driver's side win•
pipes and other drug-related items•-•enw of the car owned by
Tracy.
in the home, Scott said.
Beasley of Mayfield. who reported
Roberson was charged with a $300 watch
missing.

Chase ends in arrest
of Clark Street man
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From Page 1
said more than 312,000 people in
the state are required to pay child
support.
The cabinet credits the work
of county attorneys and their staffs
across the state for pushing harder to collect child support. Many
counties have come up with childsupport enforcement programs and
increased child-support staff to
move cases through the court system faster.
Adams said other factors in the
statewide increase are that employers are now required to report all
new hires to the cabinet so it can
find out whether someone owes
child support or is delinquent in
payments; centralized collections;
and tougher penalties, such as taking away a person's driver's license
or recreational license to fish or

FREEFU LL SPINAL EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCH
ED NERVES

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9 Numb Hands
10 Bursitis
11 Pain Down Legs
12 Muscle Spasms

13 Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
15 Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet
14

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professi
onal chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains This
examination normally costs $30 00 or more It
will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic
neurologv_al
test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignme
nt check, an examination for restncted or excess motion in the
spine, a test for muscle st,ength and a private
consultation %girth the doctor to discuss the results
FREE.

Dr. Dennis L. Heiken, D.C.
The entire examination is FREE if you want more

care and treatment, we do aN the paperwork
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POCICY PROTECTS
YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONS
IBtE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE
NURSED FOR PAYMENT FOP ANY OTHER SERVICE
TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE Wk.
S EXAMINATtON OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFOR
MED AS A RESULT OF AND wiThaN 72 HOURS
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR
OF RESPORDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
TREATMENT

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW
!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
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Chelsea Clinton serves as intern

McLachlan talks about Woodstock

NEW YORK (AP) - Lilith Fair founder Sarah McLachl
an
knows what went• wrong at Wrdstock,
.
"When Woodstock was conceived, it was a beautiful
thing,"
McLachlan says in Sunday's New York Post. "But what happene
d
is it turned into this big, horrible commercial madness. It became
all about making money."
Riots closed out the Woodstock concert festival this year, with
fans burning and •looting the stocks of vendors who sold
water
for as much as $4 a bottle. Things are different at Lilith Fair,
the
mostly female concert tour McLachlan founded three years ago.
"'Concerts with .al_conscience
1_ like that." McLachlan said.
"We've worked hard to create an environment for the artists
and
audience that is friendly, safe and macially, conscious. We give
room to, all the nonprofit organizatiqns that we support
-This is- -the -last- year-fOr LilittrralriVicLathraii-says she
and
its other female performer want more free time so they can begin,
starting families.

NEW YORK (AP) - Newcomer Natasha Lyonne is a
brash
New Yorker - and proud of it.
"If you're born and raised in New York, you're just ruder naturally," Lyonne, who costars. in--"Arneriays in Sundays
Daily News. "The Only thing I wish about New York is that
I
could work only in New York and could just make New
York
movies with New York filmmakers."
Before "Anierican Pie," the 20-year-old had a scene-stealing
part as a precocious teen in "The Slums of Beverly Hills." She
also played Woody Allen's wisecracking daughter in "Everyo
ne
Says I Love You."
"Woody was the one who gave me the blast of hope," she
said. "It was worth jt to continue the struggle. If someone like
Woody Allen could care,, maybe somebody else would."
Lyonne's next movie is "Detroit Rock City," about a group of
kids trying to get into a KISS concert. Still, regardless of the city
names in her movie titles, Lyonne is .haunted by her New York
image.
"I'm so sick of hearing, 'You're too New York," she said.
"What does that mean?"
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elist and philosopher who died of Alzheimer's disease in February, has been preserved and will be used for medical research,
her husband said Sunday.
John' Bayley, a former English Literature professor at Oxford
University who has written a book about,the deterioration of his
wife's brilliant mind, said she had always wanted' her body to be
used for medical science.
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U of L fraternity fined
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A
Jefferson County Circuit Court jury
has ordered a fraternity to pay
more than $931.000 to a former
University of Louisville student
who was severely beaten during
an-initiation hazing ritual in 1997.
The jury deliberated for two
hours Friday before awarding the
verdict for Shawn A. Blackston
against Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
Inc.
Blackston, now 25, was beaten
with a wooden paddle, suffered
renal failure and was hospitalized
as a result of the April 2-3, 1997,
hazing. UofL banished th chapter from its campus for at least
10 years.
The jury orde'red the -fraternity
to pay $750,000 in punitive damages and to reimburse Blackston
$181,428 for mental and physical
suffering, medical expenses and
lost wages. That amount is 5 percent less than the, cost 'of damages that jurors determined Blackston suffered, because they ruled
he was 5 percent responsible for
what happened.
The jury said Omega Psi Phi's
national organization knew, or
should have known, that its UofL
chapter was hazing initiates and
that it didn't take appropriate
actions to prevent the hazing of
Blackston.
"I think the jury sent Omega
a message to put their house in
order," said Glenn Cohen, Blackten -attorney.- "We're not going
to tolerate this kind of activity."
Blackston has recovered fully
and was elated by the verdict. Cohen
said.
The fraternity's national headquarters, based in Decatur, Ga.,
said it would appeTil the 4s-is-ion:Willie Peale, a Frankfort attor-
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ney representing Omega Psi Phi,
said UofL members of the fraternity went against the fraternity's
policies by hazing. Those members were suspended by the national fraternity soon after the beating.
"This renegade group ... wants
to persist in practices and activities that were a part of the fraternity in years past, in days gone
by," Peale said. "We have set up
a new procedure,, and that's what
we're governed by now."
Peale said he thought only the
people who administered the beating should'have been held responsible, not the national organization. He said the fraternity will
sue members involved with the
beating, and possibly Blackston.
According to-testimony. Bl k
ston and other initiates were struck
repatedly with paddles, and made
to eat dog food, stay up all night.
and run around a track carrying
bricks, Cohen said.
Fraternity members also hung
a wooden lamp around pledges'
necks with a leather strap,then_
yanked on the lamp and tried to
break the strap, Cohen said.
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bars, then shipped to England for
an exact casting.
Laying each handmade block is
a slow process because of the confined space at the top of the dome.
In the first five, hours of work
one Wednesday, employees had
laid 18 blocks.
-Surrounded by low scaffolding,
workers stay crouched the entire
day as they lay the base of the
lantern housing.
Dickerson said things should
progress rapidly once workers begin
laying block on the main part of
the dome. Two crews will go to
‘korli; once that part of the proj-

ect is ready, he said.
Workers use detailed architectural blueprints of each layer of
block. Employees disassembling the
dome earlier this year discovered
how badly it had deteriorated since
it was last rebuilt in 1941.
Arm-thick, L-shaped steel beams
upholding the very top of the
structure were so rusty they could
be pulled down by hand, Dickerson said. Grout could be pulled
out in long strips. Weeds were•growing in--cracks. in the dome. A hollow copper ball atop the dome
was full of bees and seriously corroded.
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tilt & cruise, power locks, only 4000 miles

$15,995
1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St.
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cassette, 30.000 miles
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1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. v-8,
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tilt & cruise, cassette, platthum-silver,-51,000 miles..
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1996 Dodge Stratus - St. #9934571. 4 door. auto.,
PS/PB, tilt & cruise, 29,000 miles
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1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99186.1. White, V-6,
auto., NC,PM, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 66,000
miles

1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
$"95
#99146.2., blue/tan, NC, PS/PB, 41,000 miles

$11,976
1996 Dodge Dakota Sport Pickup - St # 99390.1
V-6 Auto, PS'PB. NC, Black

$8,995

1995 Ford Mustang - St. #99367.1. Red, V-6, Auto,
NC.
.....
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1995 Ford Windstar GL - St. #99395.1. Tan V-6,
auto., PM, P/L, tilt & cruise
$9,450
1995 Ford Contour GL - St. #99362.1. Burgundy,
PS/PB, A/C, 61,000 miles
..„sr._.#4817,v,;6$6;,p/w,,782
1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme
Pit, tilt & cruise, cassette
• Reduced $5,995
1993 Ford Thunderbird - St. #99288.1, White, V-6,
Auto., A/C, P/W, Pe1_, tilt & cruise, 56,000 miles

$6,995
1992 Dodge 0150 - St. #99288.573reen/tan,
V-8, Auto., A/C, PM. Pt, tilt & cruise, cassette

$6,995
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care and craftsmanship necessary
for an accurate 'restoration of the
landmark.
"Everything has to be moved
by hand," Dickerson said., "It's
just a labor-intensive project."
,--When the_dome_proicais complete. some 64 tons of terra cotta
block will rest atop the Capitol.
Each piece must be winched up
in a table-sized basket hung outside the scaffolding currently surrounding the dome.
Approximately 1.000 of the
1,641 terra cotta blocks forming
the dome will be new. Project
inspector Bill Turner, an employee of the state Finance Cabinet,
said each terra cotta block of the
dome - weighing from 80 to 200
pounds - was carefully colormatched to the sandstone of the
main building.
There are only a handful of
terra cotta Capitol domes in the
United States. New blocks were
made by lbstock Hathemware of
Loughborough, England. Some
blocks were measured on the spot
and duplicates made from those
specifications. Other blocks were
removed from the dome with pry

3.8 V-6, Dual A/C, All power. White, 15,000 miles

Brosnan plans new role

Brain to be used in research
--DONDON7A7r=The brain o rfTTS-Mbrdoc , the Biitish novcaine,
eanor
ijuana
)sses-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Perched Sp high above the ground
that birds fly below them, a handful of construction Workers have
started the painstaking task of
rebuklding the dome of Kentucky's
state Capitol
•• - • •
Each work day, 10 men arrive
at 7 a.m. to ride a red freight elevator to the roof of the Capitol,
located on the high ground of
south Frankfort. They ascend 100
metal steps and scale three ladders before reaching their worksite more than 200 feet above the
landscaped gardens below.
"The view from this office is
spectacular," said project manager
John Dickerson.
Dickerson, an employee of
Kansas-based
Mid-Continental
Restoration Company, said work
on the upper section of the dome
should be completed by midAugust. The dome itself is scheduled for completion in December.
With a price tag of $l.75 _million, the restoration of the 90year-old dome will cost nearly as
much as the Capitol _itself when
it was originally built. Part.of the
reason for the high cost is the

LEWISTOWN, Mont. (AP)- Chelsea Clinton worked part of
the summer as an intern at a Montana cattle ranch, weighing bulls
and sorting breeding pairs, before being called home early following the disappearance of John F. Kennedy Jr.The N-Bar Ranch in central Montana has an intern program
for college students interested in agriculture. Chelsea had taken
a
course irrenvironmental economics at Stanford University.
"She was a delight." said ranch owner Susan Allred. "She just
pitched right in and worked with everyone else."
The president's daughter started in,June, and plans had been
for her to stay six weeks. But she was called back early to Washington by her father on - July 17 - the day Kennedy's plane
disappeared.
Chelsea spent her time at the ranch helping move cattle, sorting pairs, weighing bulls, assisting with embryo transfers and
collecting biocontrol insects.

Lyonne discusses WIT York
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Workers begin repair of Capitol dome

AROUND THE WORLD

NEW YORK (AP)- Is Pierce Brosnan the new Steve McQueen
'?
Brosnan reprises McQueen's role in the remake of "The Thomas
Crown Affair,". following in the footsteps of one of his
favorite
actors.
"For me, McQueen could do no wrong," Brosnan says in Sunday's Daily News, "He was and is a unique cinematic actor."
Still, he thinks the role of Thomas Crown, a bored, wealthy
man who gets his kicks from stealing, is a better fit for him,
saying McQueen "was not comfortable in. such a role."
"It was a stretch for him," Brosnan said: "I, on the other
hand,
have been acting in suits, it seems, all my life."
Brosnan, best known wearing a tuxedo to perfection in his
James Bond movies, costars with Rene Russo in the remake directed by John McTiernan. He also has another Bond film in the
can.
"The World is Not Enough" opens in November.
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Salaries out of whack?
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
When the new fiscal year rolled
around, more than 100 circuit judges
entered the increasingly less rarefied air of a six-figure salary.
In these days of nine-figure
salary contracts with sports figures and net worths totaling billions of dollars for Internet mavens,
annual pay of $100,034 may seem
paltry by comparison.
Even in the context of Kentucky state government and its
affiliates, 100K just isn't what it
used to be.
Chief Justice Joseph Lambert.
who is also the administrative head
of the judicial branch, makes
$113,927. Gordon Davies, president of the Council on Postsecondary Education, just got
and is making .$273.000.
University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington just got
a big raise of his own and is
making $229,439.
Coincidentally, it is written-into
the law that the Council president
must be paid more than any university president,just to keep things
in perspective.
But the guy with, arguably, the
biggest job in state government
doesn't make that kind of money.
Gov. Paul Patton's salary this year
is $97,067.
There are people in Patton's
cabinet and even in his office who
make more than that.
Economic Development Secretary Gene Strong makes $155,000.
Aldona Valicente, the state's chief
information
officer,
makes
$131,250.
Patton said he is not terribly
concerned about the size of his
paycheck and notes he receives
other economic benefits.
Sure, the
governor
gets
perquisites that certainly could
count as compensation.
There's that nice mansion.
But university presidents also
get free housing in some pretty

CAPITOL THOUG wrs

nice digs. There's that nice car.
But state cars are as common as
dirt. There's the state police protection. But some cabinet secretaries
and even lesser officeholders travel with entourages.
Valicente and others like her
were lured from the private sector to lend their expertise to state
government on technology mat=
ters. an industry _where sl00i990
i5 barely chump change.
And competition is a legitimate
consideration in determining pay
levels.
The old adage about getting
what you pay for applies in public service as well as private.
Patton said last. week the market value of his job would probably be in the $300,000 to $400,000
range.
"I don't think it's totally out
of line," Patton said.
But there is something to the
whole notion of getting what you
pay for.
Legislators finally squirmed long
enough and gave themselves a nice
pay raise in 1998 from $100 a
day to $150.
But that is paid only when they
are conducting legislative business
and even including the monthly
stipend of $1,435 when they are
not in session their annual pay rarely
exceeds $25.000: -Do voters want legislators who
can count their service in the General Assembly as the be job
they've ever had?
Cabinet secretaries earn $86,822,
accounting for some of the turnover
when incumbents leave for green-

er paychecks.
The time Babe Ruth was asked
about his pay. and the fact that it
v.as more than what was being
paid to President Herbert Hoover.
has become part of the sports and
political lore of this nation. Ruth
responded that he had had a better year than Hoover.
Patton doesn't need the money.
He made a fortune in the coal
business.
His two immediate predecessors, Brereton Jones and Wallace
Wilkinson, didn't need the meney.
They both had fortunes, from the
horse and book businesses, respectively.
Others have needed the money.
Julian- Carroll complained about
having to raise a family on a
gubernatorial salary.
There are highway department
employees in Patton's home of
Pike County who are paid more
than the governor through a combination of longevity — the old
state government saw of 'Stay
alive and get 5," referring to the
statutorily mandated annual pay
raise
and almost unimaginable
amounts of overtime.
So while the governor — or
the president, for that matter -probably should not be paid as much
as Bill Gates, the question remains
whether they should be paid more
than the guys at the end of any
NBA bench.
Or the highway department
employee.

Fred Maroon:
A view of Nixon's era
WASHINGTON (AP) — In one
Watergate image, John Ehrlichman
WASHINGTON YESTERDAY
• - siiiiply glarrs *ith -every- ineh-of
clenched and jutting jaw and outthrust lower lip.
In another, Bob Haldeman. also
in the' witness chair at the Senate
LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Watergate hearings, burns in a sort
Associated Press Writer
of dark yet incandescent glow.
They had been Richard Nixon's tragedy.
but I ultimately realized eral air of "paranoia.gatekeepers. the controllers of the I
would not live long enough to
"I started taking notice of things
president's political environment see
that happen," said Maroon, a differently," Maroon wrote. "Sur— Haldeman as White House chief freelance
photographer who has veillance cameras and rooms with
of staff. Ehrlichman his other top recOrded
the people and monu- a lot of electronic devices to.ok
,aide.
ments of official Washington for on a new meaning. I thought I
• Fred Maroon's photographs nearly
50 years.
should photograph them and the
reflect the situation of all three in
For Maroon, the story began shredding machine ...."
the summer of 1973: under siege early in
the Nixon administration,
When the Senate Watergate hearbut fiercely defiant. •
when he was given the opportu- ings opened, many of the people
In an earlier shot, taken in far nity to photograph the presiden- Maroon
had met earlier at the
'pore controlled circumstances, tial workday,
first at the. White White House and the re-election
Nixon steps between two White House and then
at the Committee committee were summoned to tesHouse columns. and begins to dis- to Re-elect the President.
tify and the photographer saw "the
appear.
,
He Cominued-to work on his -anguish of the situation etched on
The photograph leaves just a own after the Watergate
scandal their faces."
trailing right leg, polished black broke, covering the Senate
WaterMaroon said John Mitchell,
shoe and right arm in view.
gate hearings, the House inipeach- Nixon's former campaign chairMaroon looked up from his ment hearings and finally, Nixon's
man, spotted him in the Senate
camera lens and asked. about resignation.
Caucus Room and asked what he
Nixon's retreat.
"I- simply had 'a sense I was was doing.
• "He deliberately avoids us." an witnessing a pivotal moment
in
"I told him I was continuing
aide replied, giving the photogra- American history, and that I should
my photographic record of the
pher his caption.
stay with it_ until the conclusion," Nixon era and asked whether he
A quarter-century ago this month Maroon said.
did not agree that what was hap— Aug. 8, 1974 — Nixon subIn all, he shot 576 rolls of film. pening was of some moment."
mitted a one-sentence letter of resWhen he began in 1970, Maroon.
t's a fleeting moment."
ignation to Secretary of State Henry witnessed "a staff in control of Michell
replied.
Kissinger and ended the 37th Amer- everything that happened." In the
Finally, it was August 1974.
ican presidency.
week before Nixon resigned, con- The Republican leaders of CotrNow the Smithsonian Institu- trol had been replaced by "uncer- gress had
told Nixon he didn't
tion's National Museum of Amer- tainty and apprehension."
have the votes to stave off impeachican_History is displaying an exhibMaroon visited Nixon's re-elec- ment. Maroon photographed the
it with 145 of Maroon's black- tion committee just days after the growing crowds
at the White House
and-white images film the Nixon arrest inside Democratic National fence; the'prayer
vigil for the presera — many of them never pub- Committee headquarters of a team ident at the
Northwest gate: the
lished nor widely viewed, all of burglars with ties to commit- man with the hand
-lettered sign
stashed in a vault for the last two 'tee officials,--reading. "Don't resign."
decades.
"You guys will cio anything to
But Nixon did resign, and in a
A large-format book."The Nixon get a little publicity,- Maroon long, rambling
speech said goodYears," with photographs by cracked to leb Stuart Magruder, bye to the White
House staff.
Maroon and text by Tom Wicker. the deputy campaign director.
"The speech went on for quite
a retired New York Times Wash"It never occurred to me at the a long time.," fifiriRm- wrote. "It
ington bureau chief. will be pub- time that they had anything to do became heart-wrenching You were
.
lished by Abbeville Press in Sep'with it," Maroon said.
glad for Him when he - finished
tember.
But the photographer gradually because you felt such grief for
"For 25 years I waned for the began to become aware of the the country and for what was going
;. passions to cool in this American committee's tight security, its gen- on inside of him"

FROM OUR READERS

Plant's odor
disturbing
Dear Editor:
I am writing in regard to the Experimental Animal Waste Plant located on the Murray State University North Farm Complex on North 16th Street.
We have been making every effort to protect
the city of Murray and Murray State University
from bad publicity by attempting to deal directly
with MSU officials concerning the sickening odor
produced when the plant is loaded with raw animal feces and cooked at 180 degrees.
There are also large stockpiles of animal waste'
stored on a hillside less than 100 feet above the
creek that divides our pronely.. When it- rains, it
is possible for it to drain into the creek and contaminate it.
the wind blows from the southwest, it
also produces a bad odor. It diminishes the enjoyment of our property because the odor gets worse
at about 8:30 p.m., when we take our evening
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less process.
However, I assure you that it is far trom odorless. This plant makes living in the area unpleasant at times, has the potentiarto-damage our business, our property values and our neighbors' property values, as well as damage the fine reputation
of the city of Murray, and Calloway County as a
great place to live and 'retire.
I feel that Murray and Calloway County have
a lot to lose if this injustice is not corrected.
Please write letters to President Kern Alexander,
Sen. Bob Jackson, Rep. Buddy Buckingham, Mayor
Freed Curd and John Williams at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce to,try and
close this plant and keep any more from being
built in, this area.
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Jimmy Sullivan
1647 N. 16th St
Murray, KY 4207-1
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Park pool plays
important role
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Dear Editor:
We have received promises from Dr. Kern
Amy Wilson's recent article reminding us of
Alexander. president of Murray State University,
the summer nostalgia associated with the Murray—
to take care of 4he problem. However. I receilved
Calloway County swimming pool stirred my thoughts
word that, accdding to Sen. Joey. Pendleton of
about its importance to our community.
Hopkinsville, they are going to continue the operWe just completed another memorable summer
ation:
of American Red Cross swimming lessons at the
Pendleton is in charge of the plant on Murray
Murray-Calloway County pool.
State University's North Farm Complex on North
Over 600 children and adults from Murray and
16th Street.
the surrounding communities participated in our
From the time it opened this spring, it has been efforts to help people
be safe in, on or around the
a huge problem for us. our golfers and our neigh- water.
bors. It defies common sense to think that you
I want to express my appreciation to the parcan heat tons of raw animal feces' to 180 degrees ents who braved the
registration process in May
and not produce a very offensive odor.
and then faithfully brought their children to the
The Experimental Animal Waste Plant was built pool when it was their
turn for swim instruction.
much too close to our Par 3 Golf Course and , During the planning and administra
tion of this
Sports Complex (only 179 feet) and less than 600 progran, Mike Sykes, 001
manager, and Skip
feet from our home, which is within the city lim- Dobbs. parks director, were
of great help to me.
its.
Their support is important to offering a safe and
Our neighbors are_also played by the odor--quality program.
.
when the wind is form the southwest. No one
To those who served as lifeguards, thank you
should have to tolerate this in a residential and. for your diligent Watch without complaint,
even
recreational area.
during our July heat wave!
When we purchased our property in May 1989,
The Kiwanis Club generously donated 'funds to
the MSU North farm was a normal farm opera- help families who needed assistance with
registration that had cows, sheep and hogs.
tion fees. I appreciate the volunteer students that
It also had a pond to fish in. It was a very served as swim instructor aids.
well managed farm. We understand the normal
The water safety instructors were an encourfarm operation. Our families were farmers.:
agement to all of us, as they tackled their responHOWeVet:-M-urray Sate University, along with sibilities with dedication, expertise alid enthusiasm.
private investors, turned a normal farm operation
I am proud to be a part of a community that
into a large scale experimental and abnormal nui- woiks tog
etr to accomiillik a qualify progreffi Which
sance operation that manufactures animal waste for contributes to the 'safety and enjoyment of everyfertilizer.
one.
It is my hope that the citizens of Murray and
It is this spirit of cooperation that gives me the
Calloway County will make every effort to ensure hope that the citizens of Murray-Calloway Counthat no more of these plants are built close to ty will do what needs to be done to ensure that
anyone else's property. since private investors are a Murray-Calloway County outdoor pool remains
planning on building another waste processing facil- a reality.
ity. according to Pendleton.
This must be the only plant of this kind in the
Jean R. Masthay
United States, because a committee was formed to
Executive Director, Calloway County Chapter
go to Jamaica to visit a plant of this nature there.
807 Poplar
They were sold on the idea that it was an odorMurray, KY 42071
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'Runaway Bride'fends off witch scare

Edwin Greenfield

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Julia
Roberts and Richard Gere came
doJin the aisle strongly in their
romantic reunion as "Runaway
Bride" opened in first place at the
weekend box office.
"The Blair Witch Project" also
cast a spell on audiences as it hit
wide release after two weeks of
packed houses in only a handful
of theaters.
"Runaway Bride" took in $34.5
million followed by "Blair Witch"
with $28.5 million, according to
industry estimates Siwday. Final figures were to be released today.
Director Renny Harlin's hightech shark fest "Deep Blue Sea"
debuted in third place with $18.6
million, while the gothic ghost
story "The Haunting" slipped from
first to fourth, taking in $15.1 million in its second weekend.
"The horror genre in itself is
on fire," said Robert Bucksbaum,
a movie analyst with Reel Source
Inc. "That's definitely what moviegoers want to see these days."
Overall, the top dozen movies

Edwin Greenfield, 75, St. Rt. 94 East, Murray, died Saturday,
July 31, 1999, at 10:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired as an electrical engineer for the Murray Division of the Tappan Company. A World War II veteran, he was a
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. Born May 5, 1924,
in Kirksey, he was the son of the late Ogie Greenfield and Troyla Marine Greenfield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Margaret Robeits Greenfield,
to whom he was married on Aug. 23, 1946; three daughters, Mrs.
Cindi Cohoon and husband, Joe Pat, Murray, Mrs. Vicki Alexander and husband, Dwight, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Julie Thurman
and husband, Paul, Benton; two sisters, Mrs. Agnes Payne and
husband, James. Murray, and Mrs. Sonja Wilson, Crossland; four
grandchildren. Damon Cohoon, Boulder, Colo., Aaron Alexander,
Knoxville, Tenn., Talia Alexander Wilson, Murray, and Nathan
Thurman, Benton.
Private graveside services were today at 10 a.m. at Tucker
Cemetery. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Aaron Alexander, Nathan Thurman, Corey Wilson, Damon Cohoon, Cordis James and Joe Parker.
Visitation was from 5 to 8 p.m. Sunday at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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James David Gargus

James David Gargus, 46, South Sheridan Drive, Hopkinsville,
formerly of Murray. died Friday, July 30, 1999, at 9:40 p.m. at
Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
He was serving as a master sergeant with the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell. was an Army veteran of the Gulf War,
was a Kentucky Colonel and a member of the American Legion
and Scotts Grove Baptist Church at Murray.
Mr. Gargus was born Dec. II. 1952. His father, Paul Gargus,
and his stepfather, Thomas Eldridge Pickard, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rita Stroud Gargus; one daughter, Mrs. Tara Fiese and husband, Bruce, and one son, Brian Gargus, all of Hopkinsville; his mother, Mrs. Mabel Wilson Gargus
Pickard, and his mother-in-law, Mrs. Virginia Stroud, both of Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Shirley Sweiter, San Diego, Calif.; several aunts, uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be today at ;2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Billy Turner will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Frank Miles, Jay Pugh, Gene Mehlenbacher, Bill Darmin, Al Frye, Jimmy Kaye and Paul Trussell. Burial
will follow at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
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Mrs. Vernie Greer Rachel, 98, Zwolle, La., died Saturday, July
31. 1999, at 4:30 a.m. at her home.
She was of Baptist faith. Her parents were the late William
Greer and Ada Graybeal Greer.
Her husband. Roy Henry Rachel, two daughters. Debris Nell
Rachel Rachel and Murrel Rachel Rachel, one son. Herbert Cecil
Rachel, three sisters,. Violia Greer Buchannon, Ethel Greer and
Lillian Greer Waggoner. and three brothers, Earl Greer, Elmer
Greer and. Fred- 'Greet; all preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Pauline Rachel Bates,
Kingsport. Tenn., and Mrs. Gladys Rachel Biver, Many, La.; three
sons, Ferd Greer, Many, La., and Donald Rachel and Oliver Rachel,
Zwolle, La.; one brother. Odell Greer, Detroit, Mich.; six grandchildren; four great-grandchildren -two-great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Don Wilson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery near Dexter in Calloway County.Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).
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grossed $136.8 million, up a third
from the same weekend a year
ago, according to Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc., which tracks box
office figures.
A mock documentary told
through footage supposedly left
behind by three vanished witch
hunters, "Blair Witch" averaged
$25,886 a screen in 1,101 theaters. By comparison "Runaway
Bride," playing in nearly three times
as many theaters, averaged $10,925
a screen.
"Their numbers were phenomenal," said Wayne Lewellen, president of Paramount, which released
"Runaway Bride."
"Blair Witch" has a shot at taking the No. 1 spot at the box
office next weekend when it
expands to about 2,000 theaters.
However. Lewellen expects
"Bride" to hold up well because
it plays to a different audience.
The comedy, which reunites Roberts
and Gere for the first time since
1990's "Pretty Woman," is drawing mostly women 25 and older

LOS ANGELES (AP)- Monica Lewinsky was slightly injured
when she became distracted while
driving and her sport utility vehicle rolled over into oncoming traffic in Ventura.
The dark blue Explorer toppled
on its side at 1 p.m. Sunday on
Highway 101 about 60 miles northwest of Los Angeles, said Bob
Inman, a CHP dispatcher.
"She was awake arid alert when
paramedics arrived," Inman said.
Motorists who stopped to help
didn't recognize the former White
House intern, according to Will
Wood, who said he witnessed the
accident.

"She had a lot of cuts on her
left arm and some of her blood
got onto my hands," Wood said
in a telephone interview. "But she
never passed out."
Ms. Lewinsky, -26, was treated
for scrapes and bruises at Community Memorial Hospital in Ventura and released, said a nursing
supervisor who declined to give
her name.
Ms. Lewinsky's father and another person. who was not identified,
came to the hospital to pick her
up, the supervisor said. "She's fine,"
Dr. Bernard Lewinsky told Los
Angeles television station KABC.
Inman said Ms. Lewinsky, who

was fact or fiction.
"Blair Witch" has earned $35.4
million in its first three weeks.
The previous top hit for Artisan
was Wes Craven's "Wishmaster,"
which took in $18.2 million.
Estimated grosses for Friday
through Sunday at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc.
I. "Runaway Bride," $34.5 million.
2. "The Blair Witch Project."
$28.5 million.
3. "Deep Blue Sea," $18.6 million.
4. "The Haunting," $15.1 million.
5. "Inspector Gadgct." $14 million.
6. "American Pie." $6.7 million.
7. "Eyes Wide Shut," $4.4 million.
8. "Big Daddy," $3.5 million.
9. "Star Wars: Episode I -The Phantom Menace," $3.4 million.
10. "Tarzan," $3 million.

COTTRELLVILLE
TOWN- full view of the wreckage.
SHIP. Mich. (AP) - Russ TurnThe fatal flight was the first
er. a skydiver _who has jumped of what was to be several flights
out of airplanes more than a thou- for skydivers to take to the air.
sand times, fought back tears as More than 100 members of the Parahe-rernenthered his childhood friend
hawks had gathered Saturday for
who loved roaming the sky.
their annual pig roast.
Turner praised pilot Paul Myks.
Myks, 40, who owned the plane,
a DC-9 captain who was at the
had logged more than 9,000 hours
controls of the twin-engine Beech of flight time, making him "very
King Air that plummeted into a experienced," said George Black,
hayfield moments after takeoff Sat- a spokesman for the National Transurdar- killing all 10 aboard.
portation Safety Board.
"I've known him since he was
The crash does not appear to
12," Turner said Sunday. "He was have occurred as a result of engine
a great father, a great husband, a failure. Black said. But he could
great pilot, a great friend and a not rule it out pending further testgreat jumper. He was profession- ing.
al about everything he did."
"From a very initial examinaSeveral hundred people in this tion of the engines, there is no
close-knit group attended a memo- evidence of any sort of turbine
rial 'service led 'by a Michigan failure," he said.
State Police
The 1967 Beech King Air 65A_ chaplain and _held in

Lifeli
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(Passenger Cars & Light Treats)

Ms. Lewinsky, who was alone.
was driving in the left northbound
lane when she reached over to the
passenger seat to take something
out of her purse, Inman said.
"When she looked up, she realized she was very close to a motor
home which was traveling in the
lane next to her," Inman said,
quoting a report taken by officers
investigating the accident.

400 IddustrIal Rd.•753-1111

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Ni Dow Jones Ind. Ug...10643.43 - 11.72

URINE LEAKAGE.
Find out about an in-office
treatment that can help many
Americans who suffer from loss of
bladder control. Dr. H. S. Jackson
successfully treats urinary
incontience without surgery.
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lives in Los Angeles, was not cited
for the accident and alcohol or drugs
weren't involved in the crash.

Fellow skydivers,families mourn deaths

Serious Business for Serious Drivers!
*LiC0110111Pay a Great Mlles
* Average length (1111aul I:1100111ln
* 95% Ka Tench Freigin
* 85% Drop a,leek
* Assigned Freightliner Cenventleals
* Safety Misses
* Medical Benefits in 30 days

while "Blair Witch's" audience
largely consists of young males.
"Runaway Bride" was Roberts'
top opening ever, easily beating
her most recent two releases "Notting Hill"($27.7 million) and,"Stepmom" ($19.1 million). "Pretty
Woman" opened in first place with
$11.3 million and went on to gross
$178.4 million.
"Blair Witch," shot for $60,000,
was bought for $1 million by Artisan Entertainment, which pumped
an additional $300,000 into the
movie to prepare it for release,
Artisan President Amir Malin said.
Artisan expects the movie to
take in more than $100 million,
but when it was purchased, "I
don't think a discussion of a $100million box office ever rolled out
of anybody's mouth," Malin said.
"It's a testament to the film
and the marketing that you don't
need to make films for $100 million to generate a huge gross," he
added.
Crafty marketing of the film as
a pseudo-documentary has had audiences debating whether the movie

Lewinsky suffers minor injuries in wreck

Mrs. Vernie Greer Rachel
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THE BEST....
JUST GOT BETTER!
ULTRA 3-CIC
COM
PLETELY-IN-THE-CANAL
HEARING INSTRUMENT
•Smaller-Practically Invisible
•Enhanced Performance And
Dependability
•Automatic Volume Adjustment
•Works Well With Telephone

Call today for more information
or to schedule your appointment.
Offer expires

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

H. S. Jackson, M.D.
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Kentucky Bladder Control Clinic
300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(270) 753-9240
1-800-599-9240
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or Many...
The Ultimate Hearing Aid!

Call Today
(270) 753-8055
Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARI
NG REHABILITATION

206 South 4th • Murray
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Women's celebration
planned at Paducah
A Celebration for Women will
be Sept. 24-25 at the Lone Oak
First Baptist Church, Paducah. This
first conference is for women from
throughout the area.
Conference leaders will be
nationally
recognized
speaker/humorist Kay DeKalb
Smith and the praise/worship team
Living Proof.
Smith of Nashville. Tenn., is
known for using anecdotes. personal experience and Biblical truths
to minister with down-home humor
combined with penetrating insights
on life's daily circumstances.
Living Proof' was inspired by
Travis Cottrell who lives in
Nashville where.he is a studio singer
and Song writer. Among the singers
are Cottrell's wife.
Seminar sessions will feature
the following:
"Celebrating God's Glory in
Us" led by Tanya York; "Celebrating God in the Kitchen" by
Ann Rushing; "Celebrating the
Waiting" by Lynette Ezell: -Celebrate Positive Thinking" by Rosemary O'Keefe; and "Celebrating
Youth Tug-O-War: The Worthy

Battle" by Randy Record;
"Happily Every After: Celebrating Successful Marriages" by
Janice Schofield; "Celebrating
Community Relations" by Sylvia
Mathis; "Celebrating Financial
Freedom" by Brent Denker; "Celebration of Motherhood: I Want
to Enjoy My Children" by Julie
Thomas; and "Celebrating Your
Daily Walk With God" by Sharon
Beougher.
The conference starts on Friday. Sept. 25. at 6:45 p.m. ss ith
Living Proof, followed by Kay
Dekalb Smith, dessert, and time
for browsing at the Book Store.
The session . on Saturday. Sept.
26, begins with registration at 8
a.m. Additional workshops with
Smith and Living Proof and the
first two seminar sessions will
round out the morning. After lunch
the afternoon will feature the second seminar workshops and a wrapup.
The conference fee is $35. For
information call the Lone Oak
First Baptist Church at 1-270-5541441.

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Susan Plunkett, left, president of Alpha Mu #4760 of
ESA International, completed the Jewel Pin ceremony
for Pat Osborn and Maria Song. Pictured at right is their
sponsor, Helen Boughton. The meeting was held at the
home of Margaret Terhune.

Ladies golf play
will be Wednesday
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday at 9
a.m.
Beth Belote will be hostess. Pairings will be , made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on July
28 have been released by Betty
Jo Purdom, golf hostess, as follows:
Championship
Sue Outland.

first, Betty Jo Purdom, second;
First flight - Linda Burgess:
Second flight - Peggy Shoemaker and Norma Frank;
Third flight - Marilyn Adkins;
Fourth flight - Carolyn Sanning:
Low putts, - lnus Orr.

• No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half

Homeowners Only

1-800-819-7010
PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50% NOTE RATE 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE
Visit our website._ www.nationsividelending.corn

Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture Accessories

3-1184 or 759-1775
We come to you

SOME THINGS ARE MEANT TO BE CLOSED
YOUR MIND ISN'T ONE OF THEM.
14:DA has shown how valuable people
with disabilities are to society
Talent, ability and desire are more
important than strength of a persons
muscles The barrier these people cant
overcome is a closed mind

Join Now Before

Did you know there are currently
about 50.000 people-over the-age
of 100 living in the U.S.'?
Additionally, recent research
shows them to be much healthier
than you might expect. According
to a Harvard University study,
seniors age 90 to 95 are Olen
healthier than others 10-15 years
younger. Contrary to previous
studies, new research shows that
up to 25% of people over 1(X)
have no signs of dementia or
other aging problems.

After School Program planned
An After School Program will begin Tuesday in Room 205 on
the second floor of the new education building at First Baptist
Church. Ginger Leavell will be the teacher to be held from 2:30
to 5:30 p.m. each day during the regular school year. The program
will be out for school breaks and holidays. Featured will be snacks,
recreation and fellowship. For more information about the cost and
the fee contact Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

!AAP Board will meet
The Murray Chapter of the International Association of Administrative Professionals (IAAP), formerly PSI, will have its board
meeting Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the Cumberland room at Murray
State University Curris Center. All members are encouraged to
attend and especially the officers and committee chairs. For more
information call Cathy Thompson CPS at 762-1680.
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Red Cross will offer courses

-

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000

Angel Alerts by both the Calloway County Family Resource
Center and the Murray Youth Services Center have been issued
for special families in need during this hot weather.
Air conditioners are needed by several families. Kathie Gentry of Need Line said some people are called to donate air conditioners, but they need to be picked up by a volunteer. Also
i,olunteers are needed for any person who can install an air
conditioner in the home. Opal Oakley of the Murray Center
said an air conditioner is especially needed by a couple as the
woman is recuperating from surgery.
Another alert has been issued for an automatic washer and
dryer for a young mother with two children. Another alert has
been issued for a wringer type washing machine as the hookup
for an automatic is not in the home. A vacuum cleaner is also
needed.
Any person having items to donate or can be volunteers for
the air conditioners are asked to call 762-7333, 759-9592 or
753-6333.

Shepard
tournament
will be at
the Oaks
The annual Betty Shepard Ladies
Invitational Golf Tournament will
he Wednesday at the Oaks County Club.
Wanda Brown, golf pro at the
club, will be in charge of the
annual event to honor a former
member of the club.
Bridge ill be not be played
on Wednesday.
Winners of the golf scramble
played- -on --Julyhave-. been-released by Martha Broach, golf
hostess, as follows:
First place - Mary Hutson. Doris
Rose, Bronda Parker;
Second place - Dot Fitch. Kitty
Steele, Rowena Sanders. Martha
Broach:
Third place - Mary Alice Garner, Ruby Herndon. Irene Woods.
Debbie Dick.

American Stroke
Association_

At Glendale Place age is only a
set of numbers. Our only age
requirement is that you be at least
55 years old to join us. Why wait
until you are 90 plus to consider
your options? Residents at
Glendale Place have chosen to
enjoy a carefree lifestyle now
instead of taking a chance that
help will be needed later.
Remember, you control your
future instead of placing it in the
hands of others. Th-iS also avoids
placing the burden of decision
making on faniily members and
friends. Glendale Place offers
many opportunities that enhance
individual independence. Call
759-1555 today and schedule
your personal visit

Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross will offer
two CPR Recertification classes during the month of August. For
those holding current certifications in Community CPR, a class will
be offered Aug. 12 at 6 p.m. On Aug. 14 at 1 p.m. a class for
those needing a Recertification in CPR for the Professional Rescuerwi1l
held. Preregistration is at the Red Cross office in the
Weaks Community Center. For more information call 753-1421.

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday
The Faxon Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at
Green Horse Cafe, Highway 121 North, Murray. This is for any
person who ever attended Faxon School and their families. For
more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Blood pressure checks canceled
The free blood pressure checks offered by Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church on first and third Tuesdays from noon to 2 p.m.
have been canceled for the month of August as the nurses are outof-town.

West View schedules activities
:Special activities for the residents of West_ View

Nursing Home
include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2- p.m. and MSU Time
at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday: Bible Class at 10 a.m., Sensory at 10:15
a.m. and Resident Council at 2 p.m. on Wednesday; Bethel Fellowship at 10:30 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m., Pet Visit at 3:15 p.m. and
First Assembly' of God at 6:30 p.m. on Thursday.

WMU Groups will meet
Two WMU groups of First Baptist Church will meet this week.
The Betty SledeGroup will-meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. with
Pam Williams. The Lottie Moon Group will meet Tuesday at 10
a.m. with Opal Howard.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the HomeCare Conference Room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is open to all interested persons. For information
call Kathy Culbert RN, MSN, CS, at 762-1485.

Athletic Boosters will meet
Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the MHS library. Final plans will be ,
made for the Fall Sports Kickoff to be held Aug. 9. All members,.
sports representatives and coaches are encouraged to attend.

Parents Anonymous tonight

Parents Anonymous will meet tonight (Monday) at 6 p.m. For
more information about the organization and the place of the meeting call 753-0082. Parents Anonymous is a United Way Agency.

CWF Group will meet
Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet Tuesday at 10:30 a.m.
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Parent Power holds final workshop session

The Parent Power workshops'
closing meeting was held on July
27 at the University Church of
Christ.
Trish Barton. director. said
"comments from parents regarding what they liked "best" about
the workshops included 'lots of people willing to help in the community, consideration of the whole
family, ordinary people supporting each other, the speakers (who
volunteer their time), everyone
gathered for the same reason, feeling of not being alone \with difficult situations, the variety of topics, and the comaraderie of seeing familiar people each week'."
Barton said the children were
equally excited about their Parent
Power experience.
The children said they had a
lot of fun while they and their
parents were learning together.
When the Parent Power workshops began, the parents provided input on their expectations of
Parent Power and set their own
goals.
•
Special thanks was given by Barton to the University Church of
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Anniversary reception
will be held on Sunday

Christ for allowing the use of their
ideal facility for meetings and to
First Baptist Blood River Baptist
and Kirksey Baptist Churches for
providing transportation to and from
these sessions.
Barton also expressed appreciation to the speakers, children's
activities leaders and other volunteers.
Throughout the workshops door
prizes, refreshments and services
have been donated by individuals,
businesses and agencies in Murray and Calloway County.
She also thanked Amy Wilson
of the Murray Ledger & Times,
the radio stations and the local
television station for their support.
Door prizes were donated by
many businesses.
Kenny Henson and his family
won the $100 shopping spree donated by Wal Man.
Barton said "we encourage every
parent to the best parent they can
be and our message was reflected in our program slogan, 'If it's
to be - it's up to me'."
An invitation is extended to all
parents to the "kick-off' of the

Senior citizens
sponsoring course

Mr. and Mrs. Jessie B. Weatherford of Murra
y will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. Aug.
8.
A reception in their honor, hosted by their
children and grandMurray-Calloway County Senior
children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Unity
Cumberland Presby- Citizens
Center will offer a 55terian Church. located off Highway 80, six
miles" east of Hardin.
Alive Driving Course at the Weaks
All relatives and friends are invited to attend
the reception. The Community
Center auditorium on
couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Aug. 12 and 13 from 9 a.m. to
Mr. and Mrs. Weatherford .were married Aug.
13, 1949, in
Miss. Their attendants were John (Pete) and Elaine _Weath Corinth, 1 p.m.
erfor.4,Mtt,I structor Of the
Mrs. Weatherford is the daughter of Mrs: Ethel
Brown and the late American
Association of Retired
Rotchie M. Brown.
Persons, will teach the class in
Mr. Weatherford is the son of the late Albert
C. and Ernest Weath- two Manda
tory four-hour sessions.
erford.
The cost of the course will be
They have one son, Steve Weatherford and
wife. Phyllis, of Mar- $8
which will include lunch.
ion. Ark., and one daughter, Mrs. Vicki Pierce
and husband, Roger,
The deadline to register for this
of Benton.
course will be noon Aug. 10:
Their five grandsons are Jason Weatherford and wife,
Julie, of Nashville,
According to the 55-Alive
Tenn., Brian Weatherford of Marion, Ark., and
Evan, Keaton and
Shea Patton of Benton.

Kenny Henson. right, accepts the $100 shopp
ing spree certificate at Wal-Mart from Sandi Brooks, Wal-M
art representative. The Henson family attended six
Parent Power workshops to qualify for the grand prize.
first workshop of the fall series,
"Families that Communicate," on
Aug. 10 at 6 p:m. at the University Church of Christ (rear

entrance).
For more information tall the
Calloway County Family Resource
Center at 762-7133.

LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES
0
rT1

Mature Driving Program, this
course provides practical techniques
to compensate for normal changes
in vision, hearing and reaction
time associated with aging. The
course workbook js infonnalive_
and easy to read.
Upon completion of this course,. graduates May be eligible for a
discount on auto insurance premiums.
To register or for more information, call the Senior Citizens
Center at 753-0929. Senior Citizens is a United Way agency.
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A representative from the Paducah Office of Western Kentucky
Legal Services inc.. will be present at the office of the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens
Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray,
on Thursday at 9 a.m.
The representative will provide
legal services for senior citizens
needing assistance if a prior
appointment has been made.
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Sheridan
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Lee Sheridan- of Murray are the parents of
a son, Griffen Thomas Sheridan,
born on Tuesday. July 6, 1999,
at 7:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
15 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Onda Donoho.
Grandparents are Jerry and Ray
mona Donoho of Palmersville
Tenn.. and Jerry and Louie Sheri
dan of Murray.

Community -agencies in Calloway County serving young children and their families will be sponsoring the first World's Biggest
Baby Shower.
The shower is for expectant
No fees will be charged to individuals aged 60 and over in accor- parent*, parents and grandparents
dance with the title III grant reg- of children ages 0- to 4-yearsold.
ulations.
The shower will be held Aug.
Services are provided on a
14
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the
somewhat limited basis in civil
Univer
sity Church of Christ in Mur(non-criminal) law and public bent
efit cases for qualifying individu- -ray, Ky. The University Church
of Christ is located on 641 North
als and cases.
next to Wal-Mart.
Any person who would like to
This will be a fun, exciting
consult with the legal representaand
informative community event
tive should make an appointment
for
our
expectant parents, parents
with the director of the senior citizens center, 753-0929, by noon and grandparents to learn how to
raise their children.
on Wednesday.
The day will consist of infor^ If no appointments are made,
mation booths, car seat safety
than an attorney: will not be availchecks, exhibits, door prizes and
light
refreshments. This event is
Kentucky does not certify legal
free.
specialties.

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

"When I walked into Hi-Energy,I did not feel good about myself
.
My blood pressure was up and I was tired all of the time with cn
no energy. This is the first program I have actually stayed with, rwith no regrets. I have lost 38 3/4 pounds and 43 inches.
My 0
blood pressure is down. I have more energy and I feel good about Cl7
myself. I would definitely recommend this to anyone. Thanks,
Hi-Energy!"
Results May Vary
5

Tell Us About It!
Send us your
church news by
Wednesday of
each week.

HI-ENERGY
S31-10NI

0

305 N 12th St. • University Square • Murray

rn

IHOI3M 3S01 • S3F-101\11
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his practice
Medical Arts Building,Suite 178W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray,Ky.42071

REGISTRATION_
Friday, August 6, 1999
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m
1st Floor Special Education Building - MSU

For an appointment,call

270-759-1444

(Across from the Boy Scout Museumi
-‹

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOUREAD START

*Age three or four by October I. -1999
*Qualify for income guidelines(four year olds must meet school district
's free
meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal poverty guidelines)
*Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
*Children who turn three during the 1999-2000 school year and meet
disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
For information call: 762-3262
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
'
Proof-of-Income - Check stubs, tax returns. K-TAP(AFDC). Child Support
Social Security. etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
Location of Program: MSU Special Education Building and Willis Early Cht1.1
Care Center
ELIG[BIM'RF,QUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
•Pregnant Women
•Int ant. and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
*Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
For Information Call: 762-6863
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
*Proof-of-Income - Check stubs. tax returns,
- — ItzTAP(AFDC); Child Support.
Social Security, etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
Location of Program: MSU Special Education Building

/4Murray native, Todd L. Bohannon,M.D.,is opening his practice in
-t.ports and non-operative orthopaedic medicine. He will diagnose and treat
general orthopaedic problems for patients of all ages and serve as medical
director of Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new wellness facility.
A graduate of Murray State University, Dr. Bohannon earned his
medical degree from the University of Louisville in 1995 and completed
his internship and residency in family practice at the University of
Tennessee at Memphis in 1998.
•
He then completed a one-year fellowship at the American Sports
Medicine Institute in Birmingham,Ala., v,fiere he worked v;ith
professional, collegiate and high school athletes.
Dr. Bohannon is certified by the American Board of Family Practice.
For an appointment,call 270-759-1444.

lbdd L. Bohannon, M.D.
Sports Medicine Specialist
Non-operative Orthopaedic Specialist
Medical Arts Building, Suite 178W
3(X)South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
270-759-1444

120

WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS

Sports Medicine Specialist
Non-operative Orthopaedic Specialist
Announces the opening of

MURRAY l'RESCH001.-HEAD STAR!
AND EARLY HEAD START
WILL HOLD JOINT REGISTRATION:

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Closed Saturday

Li an

For more -information, contact
the Calloway County Family
Resource Center at 762-7333, Murray Family Resource Center at 7599592 or Murray Head Start at
753-6031.

Todd L.Bohannon,MD.

Classifieds
Office Open

'
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Racers get
first look
at OVC
media day:

Letter may bring discipline for umpire

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The split among
umpires is so deep that wives are involved,
with baseball investigating a letter sent by
one ump's spouse to determine if it warrants disciplinary action against her husband.
AL umpire John Hirschbeck, whose wife
received the letter, said Sunday he reported the matter to baseball. A top baseball
official, speaking on condition he not be
identified, said the sport could take action
against NL umpire Ed Montague, whose
wife sent the letter.
Hirschbeck. one of the umpires who has
organized opposition to union head Richie

Phillips, had no comment.
Meanwhile, the union leadership prepared to file unfair labor practice charges
against owners, possibly as soon as Monday.
Baseball's league presidents sent umpires
a memo last week warning them against
"illegal threats, intimidation or harassment
of other umpires who may have a different point of view."
Marcia Montague. whose hugband supports Phillips, sent an angry letter to Denise
Hirschbeck. Phillips thought it eloquently
outlined the union's position — so much

that he cried. Umpires opposing the union
leadership thought it was harassment.
Marcia
Montague
accused
John
Hirschbeck of "undermining 20 years of
work from an association that has reaped
him so many benefits."
Phillips and union president Jerry Crawford announced a mass resignation plan
on July 14, thinking it would force baseball to immediately negotiate a deal to
replace the labor contract that expires Dec.
Instead, the move backfired because 13
umpires didn't resign and 14 quickly with-

drew, their resignations, which were to take
effect Sept. 2. Baseball then hired 25 new
umps from the minors and accepted the
resignations of 22 umps.
Phillips'
supporters
blame
John
Hirschbeck and fellow AL ump Joe Brinkman
for organizing the opposition. Marcia Montague blamed Hirschbeck for going "behind
people's backs" and called him a "traitor
and a coward."
"John is an embarrassment ,to all real
umpires and baseball because he forgot the
quintessential — baseball is a team sport,
and he thinks he is bigger than the team."

Murray State won't officially
open the 1999 season until Sept.
4 at Wisconsin.
But this week does mark a
beginning of sorts as the Ohio
Valley Conference , conducts is
annual football media day Thurstechnical aspects of his hot streak.
day in Nashville.
"I'm not going to tell you guys, I
The league welcomes Westkeep
some things to myself," he said.
ern Kentucky to the fold after
Dante Bichette and Vinny Castilla each
an 18-year absence. The Hillhad two hits and two RBIs.for.the Rocktoppers competed in the OVC
ies.
from 1948-81, winning eight conThe Rockies scored three runs in the
ference titles and compiling a 121ST. LOUIS (AP) — Mark McGwire third with the help of a balk and a wild
84-9 league mark. Western
moved within three of 500 career home pitch by Cardinals starter Jose Jiminez
replaces Middle Tennessee, which
runs Sunday. He just isn't ready to talk (5-11). Jiminez has not won since he pitched
is moving up to Division I-A
about that milestone yet.
a two-hit shutout against the Arizona Diathis season.
McGwire hit his 40th homer to tie mondbacks on July 5.
The preseason poll won't be
Sammy Sosa for the major league lead
Todd Helton singled and moved to
released until Thursday, but it's
in the St. Louis Cardinals 5-4 loss to the second on a balk. Larry Walker singled
a good bet that last year's chamColorado Rockies.
and both scored on Bichette's double.
pion. Tennessee State, will be
McGwire who hit a three-run homer Castilla followed with an
RBI single.
picked to repeat.
and an RBI double took no satisfaction
The Rockies added two more in the
TSU has 18 starters returning
in closing in on 500 since the team did fifth on an RBI single by
Castilla and a
from a 9-3 squad. including quarnot win.
sacrifice fly by Terry Shumpert.
terback Leon Murray. last sea"You guys always ask me about numRockies manager Jim Leyland praised
son's OVC offensive player of
bers and I keep saying winning is what his bullpen for holding
the Cardinals
the year. Murray passed for a
I care about." he said.
scoreless for the last four innings.
league record 3,002 yards.
With the Cardinals trailing 5-1 in the
The Cardinals had runners on firsr and
So where does that leave Murfifth, McGwire homered with two men third in the seventh, when
Jerry Dipoto
ray State? .
on to cut the lead to 5-4. McGwire is got McGwire to hit into-adouble play
Chances are the Racers will
8-for-I3 with five homers off Brian to end the inning.
be picked to finish close to the
Bohanon (10-8) and has 13 homers in
"The pitch that Dipoto made McGwire
top. After TSU, the descending
his last 17 games.
hit
into a double play on was perfect."
order can be filled in a variety
"All I can do is keep coming at him. Leyland said. "There
was nothing he
File photo
of ways.
St. Louis' Mark McGwire hit his 40th home run
that's the way I pitch," Bohanon said.
could do with it."
of the season Sunday, but
Head coach Denver Johnson
McGwire has 13 home runs in his last
Jiminez gave up five runs and 10 hit, the Cardinals lost to the Colorado Rockies 5-4. McGwire is now just three
welcomes back 11 starters, but
17 games but didn't want to discuss any in four innings.
shy of 500 home runs in his career.
lost wide receivers Connie Moore
and Brandon Warfield to academics, leaving the Racers with
six returning starters on offense
and just three on defense.
But one of the returning offensive starters is quarterback Justin
Fuente. who passed for an MSCrecord 2,896 yards and 23 touchdowns a year ago in leading the
Racers to a 7-4 finish. Fuente
was a second-team All-OVC
selection a year ago. and was
narrowly beaten out by Leon
The Associated Press
By JOSH DUBOW
Murray for offensive player of
AP Sports Writer
The Oakland Athletics and New York Mets
the year.
were busy. Chuck Finley, and Andy Pettitte
Mike Mussina's luck is finally running out against the
Actually. had Murray State
stayed put. And the Cleveland Indians once
Seattle Mariners.
won last year's OVC champiagain entered baseball's stretch run without an
Mussina, who had won seven straight decisions against.
onship matchup (Tennessee State
ace pitcher.
the Mariners before this season, allowed no hits for five
won 46-44 at Stewart Stadium).
This year's baseball trade deadline, which
innings before 'Seattle broke through to beat the BaltiFuente likely would have been
passed Saturday at midnight EDT, was most
more Orioles 3-1 Sunday.
player of the year.
notable for the trades that didn't happen. With"I don't think there's anything I could do differently,"
Fuente has four returning
out a true No. 1 pitcher on the trade market,
Mussina said after losing his second straight decision to
offensive linemen in front of
many teams decided they were better off standthe Mariners.
him, along with solid running
ing
pat than paying a hefty price for an alsoEnterin
g
the
season. Mussina hadn't lost to the Mariners
back Justin Bivins (720 yards
-_
ran pitcher.
since Sept. 1, 1995. But he gave up three runs in the
last season): fullback Tim
"If
the right guy was out there for us, we
Linville: tight ends Mike Valen- .eighth inning of a 4-2 loss on June 2 and was hurt again
would have done something, believe me,"
in the eighth inning Sunday.
ti. Shayne Stevens and Calloway
Cleveland GM John Hart said. "We kept look"Mussina's been tough on us in the past as everybody
County product Josh McKeel:
ing for that top line pitcher."
knows," Seattle manager Lou Piniella said.
and receivers Terrence Tillman
But there was no Randy Johnson available
He was as tough as he's been for the first five innings.
(41 catches, 670 yards) and Joe
this July 31, or even a Curt Schilling or David
Then Russ Davis doubled to lead off the sixth inning
Perez (36 catches. 480 yards).
Wells.
the first hit off Mussina (13-6) — and later scored on a
Also key to MSU's success
- The Atlanta Braves, beset by injuries, did
sacrific
e
fly
by David Bell to tie the game at I.
will be another local . product.
make
a last-minute deal, acquiring left-hander
The
Mariner
s
added
two
more
Murray High graduate Greg
in the eighth, thanks to
Terry Mulholland and infielder Jose Hernansome shoddy Baltimore defense. John Mabry. doubled to
Miller, an All-OVC first team
dez from the Cubs for three minor leaguers.
lead off the inning on a ball that eluded diving center
pick a year ago. Miller was 15
The Braves, facing their first pennant race
fielder
Rich
Amaral
.
of 19 in field goals and 30 of
in six years, learned last week that they lost
F le photo
Dan Wilson attempted to sacrifice Mabry to third. Third
34 on point-after kicks to lead
Baltimore pitcher Mike Mussina saw his seven-game
catcher Javy Lopez and starter Odalis Perez
winbaseman Jeff Conine threw it past Delino DeShields allowning streak against Seattle end Sunday night in a 3-1 setfor the season. That comes on top of earlier
ing Mabry to score from second and Wilson to go to
M See Page 9
back.
injuries to first baseman Andres Galarraga and
second. Wilson was credited with a single.
closer Kerry Ligtenberg.

'Big Mac' now
three away from
500 for career

Mussina's luck
finally runs out
against Mariners
in 3-1 setback

No blockbuster
deals made as
baseball trade
deadline passes

Nobody Can Protect Your
'

any better than we, can!

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

MaNZ2
- 2
M04 "ems De000e

Look to us for quality Home Insurance
coverage, low rat
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims
service.
Call us today!

Have
rstockAuto
— and —
Suitor

211
Street
Murray, Ky.

Insurance Agency

753-3415

• DAILY 4SL WI I KLY REIVIALS
* CLEAN, DEPLNDABLE CARS
* CALL US FOR RATES

HOLLAND MOTOR SALES
513 S. 12th St.• 270-753-4461

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
The only shocker on the first
day of NBA free agent signings
was the New Jersey Nets giving
Jamie Feick a six-year. $15 million deal.
The only trade finalized was
one that had been known about
for a month — Antonio Davis to
Toronto for 18-year-old Jonathan
Bender.
An expected flurry of deals never
materialized Sunday on the first

day after the NBA's one-month
moratorium on trades and free
agent signings expired.
The pace could pick up Monday, though, with the long-rumored
Steve Smith-Isaiah
r deal
between Atlanta an
Portland
expected to be finali7d.
"It's been slow, an eerily quiet
day," said agent Keith Glass. whose
client, Feick, chose New Jersey's
offer over Utah's. The Nets made
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SPORTS BRIEFS
Fall soccer signups begin Tuesday
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association's fall soccer signup will
begin Tuesday for children who are currently at least 4 years old but not
older than 13.
The signups will be held at Dennison-Hunt from 5 to 8 p.m. Aug. 3
and
5, from 10 a.m. to 4 p m Aug. 7 and from 5 to 8 p.m. Aug 10. Late registration will be Aug. 14 from 10 a.m. to 1 pin. The cost is
$35 for players ages 4-7 and $40 for ages over 7. There is a $5 discount for siblings
and a $10 late registration fee.
Coaches' clinics will be Aug 14 and 25 at Calloway County High School.
Times are 1 to 3 p.m. Aug. 14 and 5:30 to 7.30 pm.Aug 25
For more information contact Mack Hams at 759-2544

Crouse records hole-in-one at MCC
Christi
Crouse

an
recorded a hole-in -one July 28 at Murray Country Club's
Hole *11 Crouse aced the 120-yard hole using a pitching wedge The shot
was witnessed by Dave Carr and Dick Rutledge
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MHS booster club meets Wednesday
tt

The Murray High School Tiger Athletic Booster Club will meet Wednes
day at 6 30 p m. in the MHS library Final plans will be made for the Fall
Sports Kickoff Aug. 9. All members, sports representatives and coache are
s
encouraged to attend

Softball pitching camp in Mayfield Aug. 7
MAYFIELD. Ky. - Mid-Continent College will host a softball pitching camp
Aug 7 at the Mid-Continent tennis courts Players should bring a glove,
sneakers and a wall ball
The cost of the camp is $40 Checks should be made payable to MCC
Softball Program and sent to MCC Softball Program. Mid-Continent College
,
99 Powell Road East, Mayfield, Ky., 42066-9007

111Racers...
From Page 8
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-'the Racers-in scoring with 75 points.
On the defensive side, Murray
State has some holes to fill, but
good returning players to build
around in defensive tackle Steve
• Williams,
linebacker- -- Gary
Humphrey and free safety Beau
Guest. Guest led the team in tackles a year ago with 114 while
'Williams
recorded
28
and
. Humphrey had MSU's lone interception return for a touchdown.
Johnson says his recruiting class'
' eligibility status looks good, with
the junior college players who are
taking summer courses expected
:to pull through and all but perhaps one of the high school signees
eligible. Another high school signee
.is seeking approval from the NCAA
clearinghouse.
MSU has six home games this
• season as opposed to only five a
• year ago, but the Racers' road will
be anything but easy.
The Racers open at Big Ten
member and defending Rose Bowl
champion Wisconsin, which features Heisman Trophy candidate
Ron Dayne at Ruining back.
In fact, three of MSU's first
four games are on the road, with
trips to Southern Illinois (Sept.
II) and Western Kentucky (Oct.
2) sandwiched around the OVC
opener at home against Southeast
Missouri (Sept. 18).
Two other OVC contenders,
Eastern Illinois and Eastern Kentucky, visit Stewart Stadium on
Oct. 16 and Nov. 6, respectively.
MSU's two other road games
will also be tough. Tennessee Tech
(4-7 lag season" ha.s_19_starters
— -ba-Ci-and- always gives the Racers
fits in Cookeville, Tenn. Murray
State's OVC finale will be at Tennessee State in Nashville (Nov.

13) at the new home of the NFL's
Tennessee Titans, Adelphia Coliseum.
Murray State, Eastern Illinois
and Western Kentucky will all supply tough obstacles for Tennessee
State. No one can ever count out
Eastern Kentucky, and Tennessee
Tech is intriguing simply because
the Golden Eagles play solid
defense and have the most returning garters (19) in the league.
It's an exciting time for all of
the OVC teams, when everybody
is 0-0 and has dreams of success.
Murray State will begin practice next week,and before you know
it, football will be back in high
gear.

First-timer Geiberger
wins championship at
Greater Hartford Open
By DONNA TOMMELLEO
Associated Press Writer
CROMWELL, Conn. (AP) —
Al Geiberger walked through the
first six holes of his seniors tournament in Park City, Utah. He said he
floated through the next 12.
He had good reason to float and
gloat. His 31-year-old son Brent
just won his first PGA Tour title
and did so in record fashion.
. Brent Geiberger won the Greater
Hartford Open with a 3-under-par
67 Sunday to finish at 18-under
262. That beat the tournament mark
of 266 set last Year by Olin
Browne, Stewart Cink and Larry
Mize.
It also left his father in tears.
"It was tough," said the elder
Geiberger. "Here I was out on the
course playing my round and Fm
pretending that I'm on the course
there with Brent. I thought maybe I
could take some of the pressure off
him that way."
He learned about the win on the
.No. 7 tee at Park City.
•
"I was getting high-fives from
everyone out there." he said. "I
went down the fairway feeling like
I had won the tournament. Of
course, it's two different things. It's
probably the-only way I can still
win."
He's had II Tour wins and, in
1977, was the first on Tour to shoot
a 59. Sunday belonged to his son.
"It's pretty special," Brent'Geiberger said.
And profitable. The $450,000
first prize moves Geiberger into the
top 20 of the earnings leaders with
$980,000 in winnings.
He said his dad called him on
the eve of his first title and filled

‘4°

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

the tape on his answering machine.
"He said, 'You know if you get
down a little, don't worry. You've
got a lot of holes left.' I can hear
him in the back of my head saying
a few things that gets me going and
keeps me inspired out there," said
Geiberger, who turned pro in 1993.
The Geibergers last year became
the first father and son to play in
the same PGA Championship.
"We had a lot of fun," Brent
Geiberger said. "Being able to play
a couple practice rounds with him,
those things are really special Ito
me."
He also became the first son of a
tour winner to win a tournament
since Guy Boros, the son of Julius
Boros, won at Vancouver in 1996.
By the time Al Geiberger teed
off Sunday morning some 2,300
miles away. his son had the tournament all but sewn up.
The GHO tee times were moved
up two,hours and .the field was
grouped iii threesomes starting on
the No. I.and No. 10 tees to finish
ahead of severe thunderstorms predicted for late afternoon.
-I realized he was going to finish early, so I was a basket case.
Before I teed off, he was at the turn
with a five-shot lead. My mind was
obviously not on my own game,"
Al Geiberger said.
• For the past three years, the
GHO has been won by-fast timers
— Cink. Browne and now the 31year-old Geiberger.

Lindy Suiter

one other deal, signing Keith Van
Horn to a six-year. $73 million
extension.
In other moves:
— Utah signed Karl Malone to
a four-year, $66.5 'million extension — the maximum allowable
under the NBA's collective bargaining agreement.
— Philadelphia re-signed free
agents Eric Snow and George
Lynch.
— Boston signed summer league
standout Adrian Griffin.
Otherwise, though, it was quiet
as July's moratorium on dealmak, ing gave way to an August that
wtH• eventually feature numerous
moves.
"I thought things would be busier
today. but I guess I was wrong,"
Toronto general manager Glen
Grunwald said.
Like-many-GM s, Grunwald war-waiting to see what Orlando would
do with Penny Hardaway. Many
people around the league felt a
resolution of the Hardaway situation would open the floodgates to
further free agent signings and
trades:
Hardaway spent the weekend
in Phoenix meeting with Suns officials, who would like to acquire

Insurance

National League
American League
East Division
All Tames CUT
W
L Pct. GB
East Division
Atlanta
64
43 598 —
W
L Pct. GB
New York
63
43 .594 1/2
New York
62
41 602 —
Philadelphia
57
48 .543
6
Toronto '
59
48 551
Florida
5
4.1 -1-65'---438722 1/2
Boston
57
47 54851/2
Montreal
39
62 .386 22
Baltimore
46
58 44216 1/2
Central Division
Tampa Bay
43
62 .410 20
W
L PcL GB
Contra' Division
Houston
64
42 .604
—
VI
Cincinnati
60
43 .5832 1/2
Cleveland
63
41 .606
St Louis
52
53 .49511 IQ
Chicago
49
54 .47613 1/2
Pittsburgh
51
53 .490 12
Minnesota
44
59 42718 112
Milwaukee
49
54 .47613 1/2
Kansas City
43
61 .413 20
Chicago
48
54 .471 14
Detroit
42
63 40021 1.2
West Division
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
W
L Pct. GB
Arizona
59
47 .557 —
Texas
62
42 .596
San Francisco
—
56
49 .5332 1/2
Oakland
54
50 519
San Diego
8
50
54 481
8
Seattle
51
53 490 11
Colorado
47
58 .44811 1/2
Anaheim
44
59 42717 1/2
Los Angeles
46
59 .43812 1/2
Sunday's Gams%
Sunday's Games
Chicago White Sox 6, Cleveland 3
__Atlanta 12, Philadelphia 4
Toronto 8. Detroit 5
Pittsburgh 2. Florida 1
Oakland 10, Tampa Bay 6
Cincinnati 9, San Francisco 1
Seattle 3, Baltimore 1
Montreal 10, Milwaukee 4
Anaheim 2, Minnesota I
coldrado- 5. St. Louis 4
Boston 5. New York 4
San Diego 10, Houston '3
Texas 12, Kansas City 5
New York Mets 5. Chicago Cubs 4. 13
Monday's Games
innings
Cleveland (Gooden 3-3) at Boston (Rapp
Los Angeles 4, Arizona 2
3-5). 6.05 p.m.
Monday's Games
Chicago (Parque 9-7) at Detroit (Moehler
Montreal (Hermanson 3-10) at Chicago
8-10), 605 pm
(Tapani 6-8), 7:05 p.m.
Toronto (Wens 11-61 at New York (Pettitte- New York (Reed 9-3)
at Milwaukee {Nome
7-8). 6.35 p.m
9-3), 7:05 p.m
Minnesota (Hawkins 7-8) at Texa.LIBurkett
San Diego (Williams 5-8) at St. Louis (Bot3-5), 7.35 p.m
tentield 14-4), 7.10 p.m.
Kansas City IRosado 6-8) at Anaheim
San Francisco (Rueter 9-5) at. Arizona
(McDowell 0-2). 9.05-p.m.
(Reynoso 6-11, 9:05 p.m
Baltimore (Erickson 7-8) at Oakland
(APPer 9-9), 9:05 p m.
Tampa Bay (Callaway 1-1) at Seattle IFGarcia 10-6). 905 p.m

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE

NOS
All
Shoes & Apparel
Men's • Women's • Children's

I:11IVO

ff
Select From These Famous Name Brands:
\i Reebok
\ Nike
\i Converse \i Fila
\i New Balance \ Asics
\1 Puma
i Tretorn
\i Adidas
K-Swiss \I Mitre
i Airwalk

D
E
N
I
N
I
S
H
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U
N
N
T
tear
SPORTING GOODS
1203
Chestnut. -L-"EVERYTHING FOR MAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Street
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.'• Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.• Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

•

State Auto

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUES

Before Sunday, Brent Geiberger's best finish was third at the
Western. He shared an 1 I -under
second-round lead at the GHO and
was alone on top after three rounds.

0

PAGE 9

Spon.sor id By.

otll•ca

From Page 8

him in a sign-and-trade deal. The
Lakers. Raptors and Trail Illazers
were believed to be the other teams
with the best chances of acquiring the three-time All-Star.
"Penny continues to viliFteams
and we continue to field phone
calls." Magic general manager John
Gabriel said. "Penny has in make
a decision,' and one team ha5 to
step up. I doubt it will be resolved
within 48 hours."

MONDAY, AUGUST 2, 1999

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844

•f.z

•••••,•
••[•-,
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-10 PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.
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Ad Deadlines

753-1916

)1,1,1,, •
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
i All 3 Ad, Masa Rim Within ei Du, Period I
$2.25 per column inct) extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line kis $60) minimum 1st day 64 per wont per day tor each additional C01110CLICIVC de!,
Guak I $2 00 eau-a for i.hnd box ads
52(X)extra k. S • • • 1Tues. Classifieds • MILO S •• •

S

•

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

060

CATFISH Dinners nightly
at Sandra D's Diner- Hwy.
94E 753-FOOD
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700
NOTICE
August special at Hair Art
Buy one get one FREE
New Deepshine shampoo
or conditioner by Rusk,
Dixieland Center 753-6745
PEACHES: Tree npened
and table ready! Selling in
Murray on 641N next to
Pockets Shell. On Mon.,
Wed., Fn.& Sat. Sunday's
are a possibility throughout August. Look for our
bright YELLOW peach
trailer loaded with beautiful
& tasty fruit. Glohaven,
Daletyous,(A beautiful,
tasty peach discovered in
Bremer Orchard as a limb
mutation in 1988) and
Yakima Hale are now
available. Sun Glow
nectannes are ripe for the
next 10 days. This is our
final nectarines of the
season. Biscole, Redskin
Hybnd by approx. August
2-12: Cresthaven by
•
August 5-15, Belle of
Georgia and Elberta will
follow by August 7-16;
Finale by August 20th.
Sweet Sue by August
22nd: Encore by August
25th; Our Peaches are
available 7 days a week
till Labor Day at our
Farm Sale Center, 10
miles Northeast of
Metropolis. On Illinois
Hwy 145. Save this ad
for future reference!
DALE BREMER ORCHARD
OF METROPOLIS!
1-618-524-5783.
TOMATOES
GRADE A Number 1
75c/lb 10Ibs or more we
deliver phone 753-5770
8A M to 9 PM

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information cat
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free loca ca-r ser•fice'

270-623-8312

Call 753-19'16

060
He Wanted
INSIDE counter help needed. T&C Lumber. 49 N
Main St. Benton, Ky. Apply
in person.
**ATTN: STUDENTS**
$10.00 BASE/ APPT.
**27 OPENINGS**
Flexible w' School
Schedule
Customer Service/ Sales
Conditions Apply
270-443-2376
Check Out www.workfor'cestudents com/ ndd

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
prern ium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
'lease give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

Recipe For A Beautiful Home..,
Fine Furrushings at *Everyday" Discount Prices
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
•Pulaski -Illeetonic -Basset -Kesler

Downtown
Murray

YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

lit.,
Free
Financing

National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Help Wanted

FULL- Time Support coordinator needed for community based residential
program for mentally retarded/ developmentally
disabled adults. Responsibilities include coordinating
the full range of services
necessary to meet the
needs of our individals.
Must have .a. Bachelor's
Degree in Social work.
psychology or related field.
Excellent full time benefits
include college tuition assistance, stock purchase
plan. 401(k), medical, dental, life, short and long
term disability, paid training, holidays, annual and
sick leave. Contact Heidi
Feller, Personnel Director,
Community Alternatives.
Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Hwy.,
Symsonia.
KY
42082. Ph: 270-527-2255.
Cnme checks will be conducted. EOE WF/DN

JOURNEYMAN
ELEC
TRICIAN/ELEVATOR
(Physical plant- Indiana
University) Performs preventative maintance and
repair on traction and hydraulic elevators, escalators, conveyors, and wheel
chair lifts to State elevator
standards. Qualifications:
Ten years verifiable experience in all types of elevator maintance. Must have
good mechanical and electrical/electronic
trouble
shooting skills and ability
to read and interpret blueprints and schematics
Must be able to work in a
standby status as required
weekends and holidays
and respond to emergencies on a 24 hour basis.
May be required to work
changing schedules and
nights. Must possess a
valid driver's license. Must
"have a -high school diploma or GED. Completion of
SPORTSMAN'S Anchor a certified apprenticeship
Resort. at Jonathan Creek, program preferred Send
needs store clerk balance resume to . Indiana Uniof season through Octo- versity_ Human Resourber. with opportunity for re- ces, 400 East 7th, Bloohire in March 2000 Needs mington,
In.
47405
to have typing and com- AA/EOE
puter skills. Call (270) 354- MARTHA'S
Restaurant
6568 for application and needs experience breakinterview. M-F only 9-5
fast cook. Apply in person
SWIFT Roofing is hiring at 1409 N. 12th.
commercial roofers & la- MICROAGE
Computer
borers Competitive wages. Center is searching for a
with health insurance & part time (25-30 hrs per
401K retirement plan Call week) receptionist. Knowl270-753-5976 or 800-844- edge of basic computer
4921. 8am-4pm Mon-Fri applications
essential.
ONLY Equal Opportunity Phone skills will be a maEmployer
jor factor in the selection
process. Compensation
will be dependent upon
qualifications. Bring resume to 314 Main. Murray.
NEED applicants for light
whist you see is
industrial positions. "3
shifts" $6.25 per/ hr Call
whoa ytata get
People Lease 753-0017.
Between 9-4 M-TH. Fri. 912 apply at 1406 E. North
Call Now
12TH St. Murray.
and you won't just be seeing dollar signs,
NOW accepting applicayou'll be earning them.
tions for meat department
help. Apply in person at
D&T Foods. 623 South
270-753-3655 • 522 Main Street
4th, Murray.
EOE
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107. No expenence
necessary.
For the best possible prices with
NURSES AIDE
FREE delivery and setup go to
PRN work as needed, 'ill
shifts Prefer experience,
but will train Not a full time
job_ Need flexible, caring,
mature individual who
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
would enjoy working with
Gardens)
(across from Memorial
the elderly. In a pleasant
environment. Apply in perOpen Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
son only Fern Terrace
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Free Delivery • 753-4566
Dr. EOE.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

0MANPOWER

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

st
FlipcCOVERING
IP""

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Special Price

060

Carpet Vinyl Ceramic Tile 0 Hardwood
coru see our showroom iodev'
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728
641 S.1 mi. to Tom Taylor In, right 1500 yds.

Business On A Budget?

Crass)

S..

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections Can be made.

Help Warded

BUSY physicians office
seeking motivated, organized person to answer
appointments,
phones,
front reception functions
and general clerical duties.
Peaches, Nectarines,
Full time M-F. Excellent
Tomatoes & Vegetables
benefits. Send resume to
2 miles west of
P.O. Box 1040-0 Murray,
Mayfield
Ky 42071.
DISPATCHER needed for
Also located at
Freight Brokerage Co. ExFarmer's Market
penence in the trucking inPlace
dustry preferred, but will
train the right motivated
person. Recent graduate
or verifiable work history
required. Call Kenny at
759-0400 anytime.
Fitteadal
DUE to rapid expansion
BELIEVE it or not you can Coldwell Banker, Woods &
buy a new home without Associates Real Estate
perfect credit Call Rick for has openings for sales asdetails Johnson Dream sociate. Call 753-1651 for
appointment.
Homes 901-642-2210"
FULL time position available immediately for detail/
car clean up. Applicants
Lost and Found
should be responsible,
dedicated workers.
LOST on Old Salem Rd 270-437-4566.
Chinese Pug. On medica OFFICE staff_ Must have
bon. Reward offered. Cal working knowledge of Mi753-0668 or 759-1969
crosoft Word and Excel
plus clerical skiffs. Flexible
THIS space is reserved
hours. Starting at $7.00
the day might come,
per hour. Send resume to
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home. P.O. Box 368, Murray, Ky
42071
Just give us a call, we'll SINGER/GUITAR player
needed for classic rock
be glad to help.
and blues band. Call after
Your loved one we'll
4PM 753-4838
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry -SIRLOIN Stockade now
or Feathered Friends,
hiring daytime grill cook
Here at the
and cashier. Apply in perLedger & Times.
son Monday-Friday Bel-Air
Shopping Center

COPELAND
ORCHARDS

PP

ADJUSTMENTS

060
Help Wanted

a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Just Say "Charge

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

KITCHEN Help & hostess.
Apply in person. Dumplin's
of Murray. 305 South 12th
Street.
LOCAL route driver Fulltime, health insurance
paid No layoffs. Send resume to P.O. Box528 Murray, Ky 42071.
LUMBERYARD help needed. Apply in person at T&C
Lumber 49 N. Main St.
Benton, Ky. Lumber experience needed.
070

Dames& &
Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
CLEANING houses is my
speciality. 6 yrs. experience. References upon request. April. 759-9320
WILL Clean your home.
Very reliable, reasonable
rates. 753-3802.
WILL Do house cleaning,
ironing in your home. Also
babysitting at night.
270-474-2131.
100
Business
OPPortunitY
VENDING Machines
M&M Mars
50 locations .$800-$1200
solid monthly income.
Cost $2995.
www.vendingroutes.com
1-800-963-6123

Quizno's.
es SUBS
TASTE THE SUB THAT'S
TOASTING THE COUPETMON & FIND OUT HOW
EASY TT IS TO OWN
YOUR OWN BUSINESS
• OVER 500 UNITS
OPEN
• FINANCING
AVAILABLE
• LOW START-UP
COST
'PROVEN
CONCEPT
• NATIONAL TV
ADVERTISING

OPEN
HOUSE
Thursday, August 12
7:00 P.M.
Holiday
Express
3994 Hinkleville RD.

Paducah KY
RSVP
Call (270) 436-5800
(800) DELI-Subs
www.quiznos.com

Computers
KELLEHS
Computer Store
Sales/ Service
436-5933

The Jackson Purchase Medical Center -in
Mayfield, Kentucky is searching for a Birthing
Center Manager. The manager will be responsible
for directing eight(8) total labor/delivery/postpartum rooms. Qualifications are: A registered Nurse
with Kentucky Licensure. obstetric experience is
required along with previous management experience preferred. Providing excellent customer service and strong communications skills are a must.
Qualified applicants are to submit resume and references to the Human Resources Department.
Salary commensurate with experience with excellent benefit package.

Call 753-1916 For Details

[
112111Applennes

LOOKING For a comput- KENMORE Washer/ Dry
er? Good or bad credit. er_ $450. obo. Refrigerato
We finance. Call TennTEK 15cu. ft. $135. Pink & blue
hull pottery. 435-4327 or
1-800-741-9983.
435-4699.
MDM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades, Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone * 759-3556
2PC living room group.
Pager 742-1552.
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
PACKARD Bell Legend
ADJUSTABLEMagic
725DX PC, complete with
electric bed. Purchased
DOS< Windows 3.1, Netand repair locally. 753scape, Explorer. Quicken,
6156
MS Works, Eudora e-mail,
BEDROOM
group,
faxing software, 2 disk
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
drives, 28.8 kbps modem.
HIGHLAND House couch
Internet ready, complete
& matching love seat. Exwith monitor, cables, printcellent condition. Soft neuer, disks, everything. $350.
tral color Priced to sell.
753-5778.
Call
753-4216.
RELOCATING, Contents
of a large home in Mayfield area. Reasonable prices. Fine & unusual furniFURNITURE (Antique o
ture. A Baby Grand Piano.
Primitive), Collectables
Oriental rugs, paintings &
and other antiques, 1
objects. Sofa's, chairs.
piece or all. Call 753-3633. art
tables, lamps, oak dinette
WANTED Old toys, before set. Chippendale style din1970's, 759-3456
ning room. Books, bookcases, desks & much
150
more. Call 270-251-2638.
Anicks
For Sae
VERY Nice couch & chair.
$150. Dryer $75. Works
125,000 BTU Rheem. 90+
well. 767-0614, ask for Erifurnace with 4 ton A/C.
ca or Randy. After 6p.m.
$400. 753-9876.
1994 MOTO 4 Four wheeler. New tires, good condition.
TROYBILT 11hp Big Red
753-5318
Electric Start Tiller. Used 1
1997 & 1998 retired Beaseason. Sells new for
nie Babies.
30TH Anniversary Gator $2,699. Asking $2,000.
National MAC Tool box. Call 489-2051 or 753-9031
Black, less than 3 months
item.
Collector's
old.
Fenn Equipment
$2300. obo. 901-247-5536
ATTN: Tobacco Farmers
1964 FORD 4000
Tobacco slabs for sale.
w/ loader New trans
270-522-7584.
motor, front tires
270-522-8313.
$6700.00.Call
BEANIE Baby Collection
759-9600
Over 80 Beanies seeking
1969
FORD
2 Ton truck, 4
a good home. Several retobacco scaffold wagons,
tirees, including bears
Sorry will not trade or sell tobacco sticks, fertilize
buggy, 14 foot I.H. disk.
separately. $450 Call
(2.70)753-3229
753-4899
IRRIGATION MACHINE
CARRIER Energy Saver
Center pivot, water reel,
/VC 23,00 BTU 3 yr./old
slurry reels. Call Hughes
$400.00 OBO 759-5667
Farms Services. 753-4095
G E. Refrigerator. 18.2cu.
TOBACCO Irrigation sysft New $375. Love seat,
tem & pipes 753-8582.
brown/ tan near new.
$100. Hardin. 437-4215.
Musk*
METER Base & pole for
temporary service.
BINGE- Trigger Trombone
759-0220
STRAW for sate, $2.00/ with case $750 435-4432
bale Call 489-2436 if no PIANO For Sale. Console.
answer leave message.
Excellent condition. Zero
SWEET corn County Line down, assume low payProduce, Hwy. 121 N & in ments. See locally.
Murray (St. Leo's Church) 1-800-437-9757.
RENT- A- Piano $25. Per
gf9-2211
month. New & used PiaTHE Green Door
no's for sale. Tuning & reAntiques, collectibles.
pair 1-800-745-6819.
20's to 80's. Books, gifts,
lot's more. From Murray:
East on Hwy. 94 for about
Mobile Homes For Sale
5 miles. Turn nght on Hwy
732, go 2.7 miles
16X80 3br. 2 bath All ap
270-436-2929.
phances 753-6390

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

1997 16x80 Fleetwood
3br, 2 bath. Sell Price
$23,500_ Must be moved.
Contact Eva Smith.
489-2366 after 2p.m.
1998 16x80 Legend. 3br. 2
bath. Must be moved.
$2400. obo. 435-4401.
2BR, Mobile Home on 3
acres wooded lot. Located
on 94E, 12 miles from
Murray. Phone 474-2017.
If no answer, leave name
& phone number. Will re- .
turn call.
"HUGE 32x48 new, full furnished home. (1 only) first
come, first serve. Ask for
Teddy, Johnson Dream
Homes. 901-642-2210."
MUST Seel Unique style,
16x80 Mobile home. 3br, 2
bath. Shingle root, vinyl
siding, . 2yrs old. 16x16
wood deck, small covered
front porch. Privacy fence,
landscaped in a very quiet
neighborhood on a 1/2
acre lot. 4 miles from town.
767-9094
after
Call
3:30p.m.
NICE 1BR. Reduced only
$1650. obo. 436-6289.
Homes For Rent
2BR, 11/2 bath. $260/
month. 3br, 2 bath. $300/
month. 753-6012.
38R, 2 bath. C/H/A, gas.
City water, near lake with
stove, refrigerator & dishwasher. Large yard. $500.
plus deposit. Call
270-644-1886.
NICE 2br, no pets.
753-9866.
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 people $225/mo. 753-6012.

P

Appliaiess
WASHER excellent condi
bon $95
Dryer excellent condition
$95
Dishwasher (built-in) excellent condition $95
Kenny Call 759-3180

1989 GATEWAY 14x80,
3BR., 2 bath, ref., range.
d/w H-3 Coach Estates.
753-8001 or 753-3938 after 5.00
1994 SUNSHINE 16x80,
3br, 2 bath. C/H/A, Jacuzzi
vaulted ceilings, oak cabinets French doers, appliances included $21.900.
1-888-621-2521.

Metal Roofing

SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.

Computent

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

hi* Horne Lots For Rent

JERRY'S Country Living
Lots for rent with water &
sewer. Double & single
wides. 270-527-8808.
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Office Space
Various size units

1BR, Fi
from car
tune spa,
month
435-423
1BR, wi
pets. $2:
753-394
2-BEDR
brick. A
ces, wa
closets.,
located
street. 1
Deposit
per TO(
1155 clz
leave mi
207 S.
lyr leas
month.
2BR I

WOCX

2BR
Peg
Syc
Out
Ci
2BR d
SB1
26 1.15bR6d. ivi!

Lease/c1
413 N.
9621
2BR. w
garbag(
8355
38R. 2
Exceller

3BR. di,
ty. Dep
wired.
9621.
DUPLE
Fully ec
cluding
en and
tile. Yar
cluded.
and lea:
753-924

FURNIf
flies pa
pets 1)
posit. F
ens Enti

LUXUR
Availabl
Also 1E
der co!
man RE
NEW 1
applian
clueing
1 mon
lease. 4
NICE 1
4br hou
er, fun'
Inquire
753-12!
753-06(
NICE
neighbc
ping ce
plus del
2967
NICE C
753-57::
NICE,
duplex.
hookup.
of Mum
it. $275.
NORTH
bridge.
lease. Is
435-4a
SMALL
413 N.
9621
SOUTH
now acc
for 2Br.
at 906 E

wirc

Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building. 2500 sq. ft.
in sales & office area.
3500 sq. 11 in storage
area. Gas heat, lg.
parking lot. Located on S
4th. Building can be
divided. Call 753-0839
or 438.2935.

Apartments For Rent
1BR apartment, near carn
pus, no pets $260/ month
753-5980
1BR
University
Hgts
stove/refrig
W/D dishwasher Lease/deposit No
pets $325
2Br apt in country Stove/
refng
W/D
hookup
Lease/deposit No pets
$250
2Br downtown Stove/ refrig Furnished Lease/deposit No pets $265
8-5 M-F 753-4937
EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit
753-2905
EXTRA nice 2BR 2 bath
duplex w/ garage 1706
Oakhill 753-7457
EXTRA Noce duplex, 2br. 1
bath Washer, dryer, dishwasher, C/H/A, deck & garage No pets Lease & deposit required 753-5719
1410 B Michelle Dave
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*Soca
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1BR. Furnished. 5 miles
TAKING applications- 2 REOECORATED 3Br.
,
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale
from campus Barn & pasBY OWNER: Newly re- 1983 PONTIAC BonneBr. 1 bath furnished
bath in city. Stove/refrig
August 7-8 Executive Inn
ture space available. $3251 Above
decorated 4br, brick. ville In good shape Good, AFFORDABLE all around
Sandra D'S Diner w/d Lease /deposit $485
hauling, tree work, gutter
100's of birds, toys, and
month includes utilities. Water, heat,
CM/A,
full basement, on dependable transportation
garbage pick- 8-5 M-F 753-4937
cleaning, cleaning out
cages for sale.
435-4236.
3 acres. Also new Berber New tires & shocks
up included No pets. 1
SMALL 2br house W/D
sheds, & gunk clean-up
901-878-1307.
carpet throughout home 759-0794
1BR, water furnished. No month rent required for dehook up, perfect for stuwww.birdshows.com
436-2867
Located 3 miles from KY 1986 GRAND Am.
pets. $2251 month
posit-$385 00
monthly dents Close to University
$300.
ALL Carpentry Service
COCKER Spaniel pups Lake with Hwy 94 front753-3949.
Call before 1000 753Needs some work.
on quiet street $375/ De- Black & white and blonde age Nice
From Foundation to
country home 753-4817
2-BEDROOM,
2-bath, FOOD
posit & $375/ month Call
8
Finish
weeks
492-8518
old
All Types of:
$63,500. Call
•
brick. All kitchen applian- VERY Nice 2br Duplex. No
1987
PLYMOUTH Grand
753-7535 after 6pm No FREE to loving home
18Yrs experience
270-767-9750.
ces, washer dryer, walk-in pets. Lease. 270-926-4427
Custom Woodworking
Fury
V-8
5
2
liter
Great
pets Must have referen- Golden Retriever / Lab
New Construetion • Reclosets, yard maintained, VERY nice 20r, 11/2
BY Owner Year round A1C Very reliable car
bath ces
modeling* Repairs. Cusmix Beautiful male puppy
located on quiet dead end Townhous
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
house,
garage,
sheds 502-767-0072 or 753-5013
e, appliances
tom Cabinets* Concrete
12wks old Extremely afstreet. 1-yr lease, no pets. furnished with
Main black top 2 blocks 1988 Chevy Caprice ClasDrop by and see our showroom
w/d, central
Work AGO Certified
fectionate. All shots to
S• 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny
Deposit required. $475.00 gas h/a,
Sisxage Rentals
from Cypress Springs Re- sic 88,00 miles, V8 5.0L,
Bread)
$500, 1month dedate.
435-4272
Will
pay
to
neuter
753-5940
per month. Call 270-753- posit,
sort $37,500 436-5819
excellent
condition
1yr lease. No pets
A/C,
759-5202
ANTENNAS
Including
1155 days. 270-753-1623 753-2905.
DUPLEX -BEST DEAL
power steering, power win- RV's,
TV Towers, rotors,
PEG'S Dog Grooming. No
leave message.
IN
TOWN
dows.
power door locks, amplifiers, and accessoVERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
tranquilizers. 753-2915.
207 S. 11th. 2br Duplex. duplex
Live rent free one side AM/FM stereo cassette,
w/garage, applianries.
REGISTE
RED
English
1yr lease, no pets. $3101
while rent from other new muffler, 4 tires,
ces furnished, central gas
Dish Network & Direct TV
Setter Puppies. 6 & 8 Apartment pays
month. 753-3415.
Mortgage. brakes, battery. Call $2400 Satellite
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. deSystems, Sales.
weeks old. Top quality deduct interest,
28R Duplex. In Northupkeep. 759-5858
posit. No pets 753-2905.
Service and Installation
breeding_
Excellent blood- taxes Details 436-2816
wood. $375/ month.
1989 MERCURY Cougar.
Owner: Paul Lamb
Beasley's Antenna
lines. $100. Call
759-4406.
FOR sale by owner 1665 Mechanically sound with
Satellite,
&
270-436-5
002.
2BR Duplexes, 1300
• Licensed & Insured • Tree Trimming
Calloway Ave. Less than 2 front end damage $450. 500 N. 4th
13'X27' STORAGE buildSt, Murray, KY
REGISTERED
Pointer blocks off MSU
Peggy Ann, 7201/2
• Full Line of Equipment • Tree & Stump
obo.
campus.
Call
759-3559
ask
for
ing
502-759-0
with
10'x10' overhead
901.
Puppies for sale. All pup- Brick
Sycamore, & 1BR
PRIVATE Entrance. Ac
veneer covered car- Matt.
Removal • Quality Service
door. More info, Rogers
ANTIQUE refinishing, furpies have had their first port. Owner
Duplex, 505 Vine,
cess to kitchen, bathroom
built.
1989
Approx.
PONTIAC Grand Am
Enterprises 753-5140
niture repair & custom
shots.
If
Call 492-8225.
interested
call
& washer/ dryer. $170.
2000sq.ft 2Br. 1 1/2 bath, LE, 2 door, one owner, exwoodworking. 753-8056.
2BR. duplex. Cambridge monthly.
Russell Duncan at
lg. paneled den. Newly re- cellent condition.
References reNeon
Subdivision $425. 753- quired.
Beach
436-2287
painted inside & out Call (days) 753-5742
753-3973.
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
6156
753-6098_
(nights) 753-7816
Mini-Storage
Slump
2BR.
removal, tree
Low
utilities.
1990
CAMARY
HOME
V-6
For Sale, 48R, 21/2
DX spraying,
All Size Units
Lease/deposit. $295/mo
leaf
raking,
bath,
brick,
tri-level, 113,000 miles Mint condi- hedge trimming,
Available
413 N. 6th St. Call 753landscapTWO, 2br, 1 bath apart
2600sq ft Great location in tion. $4300. 354-9972
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
9621
ments. 1 ground floor & 1 town_ $116,000. 1615 Car- 1991 CAVALIER. New
spreading, gutter cleaning.
2BR. water, sewer, gas,
upstairs Property zoned dinal Call 753-2052 or tires, $2800. 489-2605.
Licensed & insured. Full
garbage. $275/mo. 753MURRAY LOCK
B-2. This zoning allows for 759-8354
1992 SILVER Honda Prelline of equipment Free es8355
& STORE
Close to campus
a variety of commercial,
ude. Extra nice, 73,xxx
timates."Tim Lamb,
38R. 2 bath. Very' nice.
Presently has units
4 BR. 2 bath
professional or continued
miles. $9500. Call
Great for the large
436-5744,
Excellent location.
available. 753-2905
yarl & pest
residential usage. Located
492-6200.
family - 5 or 6 BR with
1-800-548-5262.
753-5344
NORTHW
OOD
storage
mritt- tr,nance
1994 Grand Prix SE.
at 113 South 12th Street,
3 full baths. Play area
Work 559-9970
presently has units availaMurray. Call Tom Hopkins,
Loaded. Low mileage. Ex1109 Olive St
upstairs
for
3BR. duplex near universithe
kids.
ble. 753-2905 or 753- 753-6001.
cellent condition.
5500/mo. - 12 mos. APPLIANCE HENAlt-1
ty. Deposit and lease reCountry setting close to
7536
753-8858 or 759-1965
Free Estimates
All
brands; Kenmore. 30+
S500 dep.
quired. $400/mo.Call 753town. Only $86,500.
1997 LASABRE. Like new;
years
experience
BOBBY
9621.
• Licensed & Insured • TITI.
loaded. 36,xxx
Call Jim
miles. HOPPER. 436-5848.
PrOP
Trimming • Full Line ol'Equipinent
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath.
New
Price!
Established
white.
270-437-3
044.
753-8300
days
BEAUTIFUL Wooded hillFor Sete
• Tri i•
S1111117, R4IIIII(111
Fully equipped kitchen inATTENTION:
Building
retail store. Entire busiside 2 up to 17 acre
759-9579 after 5 p.m
cluding rgerowave. Washcontractor
cabinet
s
&
makBUY or lease. City best lo
ness - inVentory and
tracks. Restricted. 5 mier and dryer, carpet and
ers. Kiln dried & Owned
cation. Plenty of parking. nutes West
equipment
included.
of town. 1
tile. Yard maintenance inlumber for sale. All AppaSolid building. 2 story. track with stocked
1977 FORD Full size pick- lachian
Make a reasonable offer.
pond.
cluded. Security deposit 1 Br 3 miles from town 2500 sq.
species- graded by
ft. per floor Out- well & septic. Call for your
up. Auto 4x4. new tires, national
and lease. No pets.
hardwood lumber
$320/mo. 759-9600
side-inside entrance to up- private showing today.
wheels. Runs great $1250.
Golf Course Location!!
753-9240.
inspector. Call
28R. Brick, carport, 11/2 stairs, suitable for living 753-2905.
1976
Ford
pick-up.
3spd. 270-376-5454
Priced below replaceFURNISHED 1br apt Util- bath, C/H/A, appliances & qtrs., office. Store on court MURRAY Estates, Lynn
runs great $1150
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
ment.
BACKHOE SERVICE
4
BR,
3
BA
with
square.
Paris,
yard
Tn.
maintance included.
Owner Grove
ities paid. No smokers or
767-0508.
Road 94W Great
ROY
HILL.
Septic
system.
courtyard,
fireplaces.
2
pets.
In
town. financing possible. Call Location for now
pets. 1yr lease, month de- No
502-753-8556
1982 SCOTTSDALE. 6cyl, drive-ways, hauling, foun& the fuand whirlpool. Won't
Call 753-1300 or 1-888-367- ture Call 270-435-4487 or
posit. For more info, Rog- Deposit/Reference
air 120.xxx miles
dations,
etc.
436-2113
TDD
1-800-5
45-1833-EXT 283
last at SI75,000.
6757
ers Enterprises 753-5140 753-6397
1-888-673-0040
1982 Custom Deluxe, V-8. CARPORTS for cars and
503
LYNNWO
OD
Court.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
LUXURIOUS 2BR units.
rebuilt with 20,xxx miles. trucks. Special sizes for
Available now. $550-$695. 3br, 2 full bath. C/H/A,
-Central Heat and Air
Call 527-8392
motor
home.
boats.
RVs
Also 1BR w/ loft office. Un- gas. Fenced in back yard.
Accepting Applications
1989 FORD F250 XLT and etc. Excellent protecder cover parking. Cole- Storage building, screened
AKC Registered
Lardo International 7 3 die- tion, high quality, excellent
1-275 acres Coldwate
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
back porch. $800 a month.
man RE 753-9898
sel,
brakes, exhaust sys- value. Roy Hill 436-2113
Golden Retriever
area Owner financing
Woods & Associates
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
NEW 1br apartment. All Call 759-1693.
tem,
electronic
quadex
489-2116
or 753-1300
Puppies. Dark & light
FENCING
414 S. 12th Street
appliances furnished. In- BEAUTIFULLY
over
drive, nice clean, ga- Midway Fence Company
Golden. Will be ready
42 ACRES with mobile
Murray, KY 42071
cluding w/d. $325./ month. decorated/renovated home
rage kept truck $9500 00 Chain
home and large horse
link, & custom wood
August
in
21st.
poplar
$200.
subdivision
_
Ma1 month deposit & 1yr
753-4871
barn Beautiful property
pnvacy fences, installation
ture landscaping, over
Serious inquiries only!
lease. 436-5725.
742-9738(p) or
and repairs at reasonable
Call 270-474-8340.
Each office independent!,
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- 2000 sq.ft. 3BR. 2 baths
474-2761(h)
prices. Dickie Farley
LR,
DR,
FR,
eat
owned and operated
in
Please leave
4br house w/washer & dry759-1519.
er, furnished, near MSU. kitchen Full wall of bookmessage.
cases/ built in desk. in FR.
ROCKWOO
DPop
up
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-0530
40x20 ft. deck and 11x20 AKC Registered Dachscamper Sleeps 6 good Trimming, removal, stump
753-1252 before 5pm,
hund
puppies.
$225.
Call
ft. screened in porch. An.
3BR. 1 1/2 bath 1561 sq.ft
condition Includes screen grinding, firewood. Insur753-0606 after 5pm.
FREE to PRIMESTAR
garage. call 753-1641 or 753-6981 or 489-6187.
2 large LR. Fenced in GO-CART with 5hp Bnggs room Call 753-0716
ed 489-2839.
NICE 2BR duplex. Good
-rifito mers!!
AKC Rottweiler puppies_
Lynda at 759-2001.
backyard, full carpet, and Stratton engine 753GUTTERS Quality Seamneighborhood/ near shopDish Network
2. male Rottweiler puppies C/H/A, brick
exterior 3662
ping center. $375 a month CLEAN 2br, 1 bAth. for sale Parents on premless Aluminum Gutters.
OR
plus deposit. No pets. 753- Range, refrigerator, micro- ises. 6 weeks old. Ready Close to MSU campus.
gutter supplies & shutters
DirecTV
$79,500 Call 236-9071
wave, dishwasher, w/d
2967
1995 3 man Yamaha wave Variety of colors
L
to go $275. Call 753-8809
NICE Quiet apt for rent. hook up. 321S. 13th St. days or 759-9040 after BRING the kids to this 1
runner w/ trailer and cover. censed. free estimate
Free Self'installKits
w.woodsateHite.com
$525/ month. 759-5534
1/2 story 4BR "HOME"
753-5731.
5p.m
1984 CHEVY S-10 Blazer 1 owner Only 41 hrs on West Ky Seamless Go'
with
Waverly
eat-in
kitchNICE, 2 Bedroom, 1 bath
New motor, trans & tires hour meter Can be seen ters. 753-0278
en, playroom. walk-in pan- $1850 435-4432
duplex. Stove & ref. W/D
at 802 Chestnut St Call H&H Remodeling Specialtry. Newly decorated top to
hookup. 5 minutes North
izing in small remodeling
Suburban. 753-8181 $2850
1988
CHEVY
bottom. Lots of storage.
of Murray. $250.00 deposjobs Sales and service of
condition. $2995.
Good
Fridg.. stove, dishwasher.
it. $275.00 rent. 489-2918
garage doors 'Call 270Brand new Garner unit .2 753-4445.
NORTHWOOD and CamBy qualifled installers.
753-5612 ask for John or
Bronco, XLT
1989
FORD
sheds. Approx. 2 acres.
bndge. 2BR. 1 bath. 1yr.
A-1 Tree Professionals. Ron
WD,
one
owner,
4
very
We
Install carpet. vinyl, tile.--- •
Kirksey area. $75.500
lease. No pets Extra nice.
HOUSE Divine
Stump
removal,
good condition
tree
Call
489-2356
435-4294
0114 hardwood & laminated
spraying. Serving Murray, Residential and commerCall (days) 753-5742
SMALL 1BR .Low utilities.
BY owner 802 Olive.
cial housekeeping service.
Calloway Co. since 1980.
(nights) 753-7816
413 N. 6th St. Call 753Charming older home Re1991 FORD Explorer. 4dr, Free estimates 437-3044 Competitive prices. Spe9621
cent improvements. Fish
cial offers for new clients
4X4. New brakes, cold air or 492-8737
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
pond, secluded back yard,
and bonus discounts for all
AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
$5995 753-4445.
now accepting applications
garage. 30R-2---baith
clients. Call 270-767-9457,
1995 BLAZER LT. 4dr, Custom Decks, fencing,
for 2Br apartments. Apply
$80.s.753-8799.
9AM-5PM
•
4x4 4 5 Vortec, black, garages. pole barns, carat 906 Broad St. Ext. EHO
IF
you're
moving
to a new
ports.
Hardwood
floors
inloaded with power everylocation & need professiothing, clean & dependable stalled & finished All renal & reliable movers,
vehicle
$12.200 obo. pairs. Quality workmancall. 270-623-6092
ship
Licensed.
753-7860.
901-247-5536.
Daytime call: 247-6620.
753-9308.
JEWELL Jones Custom
Bulldozing Work. 39 years
experience. Call us, tree
estimates. 489-2557

--------- -

ri

LAMB BROTHERS
Tree Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

FOR RENT

wood
Price
oved.

3br. 2
oved.
1
on 3
ocated
from
-2017.
name
ill refull fury) first
• sk for
Dream
10."
style,
3br, 2
vinyl
16x16
vered
fence,
quiet
a 1/2
town.
after
• only
9

753-3853

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

counuet.t.
BANKeR o

753-1651

Wood

s49.95 Electronics,Inc.
18" Satellite
Systems

$260/
$300/
• gas.
e with
dish$500.

d

FOR LEASE

2 peo12
Rad
Living.
ater &
•single
866.

ice
nits

New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. rt. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

7594591

AUTO CREDIT EASY

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week -(13 week minimum)

NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

HOME FOR SALE
rete
sq ft.
rea
age
on S.
be
839

f cam
month

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
Rentals begin at $29.99
Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
Social Invitations by Carlson Craft.
Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or party
Court Square West

Hgts
dishsit No

Pan., TN 38242
642
'
"
5

I
- Insured
Stove/
ookup
pets
ye/ rese/de-

bath,
, with
a, 1yr
posit
bath
1706
2br, 1
dish& ga& de5719

Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates
Call Today

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Referen
ce)
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear
040 and Limousine liabpieJ

304 Main Street

Weddings, Proms
and Banquets.

Murray. KY 42071
(502, 753-1300

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 10Ci'7
.
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY

awns

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vim, I Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Complete Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc
Mon.-Fri. Eamon Jones, Owner
7:00-4:00
(Se2i 7531351

rKENTUCKY LAKES
KATALOG SALES
Aron, Petra Lingerie. General Merchandtie
P.O. Box 256 • New Concord, KY 42076-0256
PH: 270-436-2421 • E-mail: block qf wk.net
Call or ref catalo

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100
1

Call (270) 753-9520 after 5:00 p.m.
for appointment.

1-800•5854033

I Your Ad Could Be
Here For
$7800
(13 week minimum)

511(
2

REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE All work guaranteed Free estimates
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs. fast service
436-5255
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additionsoigarages. decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592

6

iiPER

0

TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
24
FREE

'SLOAN

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
877-937-2965

HOME FOR SALE

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Al! Types of Refuse Service

YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!

753-5827
$179,900
• Beautiful home in Canterbury Subdivision
1520 Canterbury Drive • 2700 square feet living
space • Four bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths • Tiled.
two-story entry foyer • Family room with hardwood floor and gas logs in fireplace • Custom
cabinets in kitchen • Large, formal dining room •
Study with built-in bookcases • Tree-shaded lot
• Large deck with hot tub

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

2210 Gatesborough
2400 square feet under roof: 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living room, dining room, family room with fireplace insert, large kitchen, sunroom, patio, 2 car
garage and storage shed. New furnace, roof,
kitchen and bathroom counters: new stove and
dishwasher, front door and porch columns. Lot
offers privacy and shade trees. Asking
$108,500. Shown by appointment.

PHONE 753-0323

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

By
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured Over 20
years expenence. Rooting,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WELDING PorTable &
shop work Certified welder 270-354-6770
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling bush hogging, small Jobs Grader
blade work Free estimates Gerald Carroll 4926159
DAD ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning- vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Inured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch Licensed & Insured Off 753-0834
Hm 759-9835
ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works
Electnc, plumbing,
phone & T V hookup.
Free estimates
Licensed & Insured
Phone 436-5376

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TRIPPS Docks Custom
built, steel or wood boat
docks/ walkways. decks,
steel handrailing.Repair
work available. Phone
436-2778.
CONCRETE finishing
Sidewalks, patios, dnveways Free Estimates
435-4619

•

-rj Construction
Home Improvement
Garages. Room Editions, Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
-*
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

culty
of pi
The TRIO program at Murray
State University was recently granted funding by the U.S. Department of Education to begin a new
program scheduled to kick off its
inaugural year this fall.
The new program. Adventures
in Math and Science, will provide
specialized instruction in math and
science for 50 target area high
school students.
"We're hoping to help students
learn more about math and science and give them the opportunity to gain information and experience in those fields," said Jennifer Van Waes, director of the
new AIMS program at MSU.
AIMS will center on a six-week
summer program of cooperative

learning in which students will be
introduced to hands-on scientific
research while being mentored by
faculty members.
During the school year. AIMS
participants will have the opportunity to attend several different
workshops centered on college
preparation including the ACT,
financial aid and scholarship seminars.
"In this region. ACT scores in
math and science are slightly lower
than the state and national averages. We are hoping to help build
those scores, as well as increase
the number of students pursuing
math and science careers," Van
Waes said.
Students will also be involved
in activities with MSU's math and

science departments.
"MSU has good math and science programs and offers opportunities to work with LBL and
TVA — areas that have a lot of
resources for enrichment," Van
Waes said.
During the summer, students
will be residents at MSU for six
weeks. Students will be involved
in personal research projects in a
math and science field of their
choice. The students will be collecting data, analyzing the information and concluding with a written research report.
Beginning Sept. 1, Van Waes
and assistant Karen McClain will
begin visiting schools in Western
Kentucky, Southern Illinois, South-

dose
prob

east Missouri and Northwest Tennessee delivering information and
applications for AIMS.
Applicants must be potential
first-generation college students,
meet financial requirements, have
a teacher and counselor recommendation and have completed 'at
least one high school math and
science course.
During the summer program
after graduation from high school,
participants will be enrolled in
coursework at MSU that will provide six college credit hours at
no cost to the participant.
For more information about
AIMS or other TRIO programs at
MSU, contact Van Waes at (270)
762-44%.

Spitz still haunted by Nuremberg trials
New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.

(270)
436-5370

BOSTON(AP)— When she was
21, Vivien Spitz embarked on a
dark. two-year journey. Her destination: the Nuremberg trials of
accused Nazi war criminals.
Spitz wasn't a lawyer, a victim
or a relative of the millions killed
under Adolf Hitler's regime. She
was a court reporter whose job
was to record the atrocities of the

Free Estimates

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

ing. An associate means well but doesn't
see the whole story. Nothing is written in
stone. Tonight: Working late; sorting
through paperwork, calls and news.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday. Aug
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
3, 1999*** You might not be communicating
Reevaluate issues pertaining to money your point
in a way that another can hear.
and friendship goals. You could often Maintain eye
contact; listen to news: be
'find yourself awake at night, worrying. sensitive to
what others are saying.
Learn to confirm what you hear in con- Confusion
surrounds work and/or a coversations and to be more clear about worker A
boss might present you with
what you say. An important partner or what he thinks
is a great idea. Check it
associate might be vague about his out, but
keep your eyes open. Tonight
desires, which only' adds to your confu- Escape into
a movie
'sion. Let others be esoteric. Work on the LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
basics of communicating. Detach. and ****
Defer to others. Right now, a
see the whole picture. If you are single. definitive
statement won't work. The
someone quite exotic will enter your life. suppositio
ns it is based upon will probaExcitement pervades your love life. If bly not
hold up. Confirm news. Be realattached, a long-desired trip may become istic about
what a child is saying; he
a reality. The two of you bond more could be
pulling the wool over your eyes.
deeply TAURUS adores you.
Be a bit of a cynic. Tonight: Make time
for a favorite person.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll SCORPIO
lOct. 23-Nov. 21)
Have
5-Dynamic.
4-Positive. *** Plunge into work, but
recognize
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1-Difficult
that you might not have all the answers
nght now Information with which you
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
are presented may be incorrect. Tap into
**** While others try to communi- your inner
resources: reach out for assocate clearly, you might not be hearing ciates.
Networking produces some interproperly, especially if this involves a esting
results. Schedule meetings in late
domestic matter Confusion surrounds afternoon.
Tonight: Dinner out.
meetings. associations and ideals. Rather SAGITTA
RIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
than pushing to make your point, opt to **** Ask
questions. Don't take it
enjoy the haze for the moment You can't personally
that statements and events
change it'. Tonight Treat yourself well.
make no sense. You will find that the sitTAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20)
uation is not unique. Let your ingenuity
*** You might be uncomfortable with help you find
the right way to straighten
the lack of togetherness and efficiency at out a problem Emphasis
is on success
this time The problem is attaining clari- and getting your
work done. Tonight:
ty, especially from someone who doesn't Make time
for some exercise
have it Loosen up, throw yourself into CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan 191
work Play it low-key You'll know when **** Listen
to your inner voice
to come out of hiding. Tonight' Be your Trust what is happening
inside you.
ever-happy self
Others might be confused, you can't
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
depend on them the way you usually do.
**** Aim for what you want, even
Allow your mind and imagination to
though you might not be as clear in your
merge. As a result, answers will come
communication as you would like
forth. Tonight Get together with a
Confusion surrounds funds and longfavonte person'
term planning Confirm meeting times
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 181
and places. ask others to do the same.
**** Talks confuse rather than clariRemember what your life goals are
fy, as they should. Work needs your undiDon't give in to frustration Tonight:
vided attention Your imagination goes
Take a night off.
haywire: you may not know what your
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
limits are That might be OK, as you
**** No matter how hard you try.
seem to have an incredible ability to
another seems to not get your complete
come up with answers. Tonight Happy
message Stay focused on work, a must
at home.
appearance and dealing with a boss PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Partnership funds play into a decision *** Handle finances with clarity
You still might need to verify some Know what you want to do Laughter
details, especially involving taxes or the takes you in a whole new direction.
government Tonight Hook up with a Remain sure of yourself as others seek
fnend.
you out. You can be sure that others will
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
require more information Help clarify
**** You might not be sure of anoth- situations. Open up new pathways of diser RIght now, count on yourself, confirm cussion Tonight: Out at a place you love
meetings and ward off snafus Detach BORN TODAY
and take an overview, rather than tngger- Singer Tony Bennett
(19261

NEWNAN, Ga. (AP) — A 14year-old boy confined to a bed
and requiring a ventilator to breathe
died of heat stroke Sunday in a
home where the electricity had
been turned off by the utility cornany.
The teenager's battery-run ventilator continued to work without
electricity, but the home's central
air conditioning shut down. The
boy, who suffered a gunshot wound
three years ago, died at 3 a.m.
Sunday, said Coroner W.H. Pierce.
He did not release the boy's name.
"This shouldn't happen. My son
shouldn't be dead," the boy's mother, Thelma Dennis, told Atlanta
television station WSB. "He died
for what? Because they wouldn't
turn the lights on."
The boy's body temperature was
107 when .he died,--the coroner
said.
Dennis McEntire of Newnan
Utilities said the power was turned
off as a result of miscommunication among the company, Ms. Dennis and her new landlord. The
family had moved in last week.
"It's a very tragic situation. Our
thoughts are certainly with her,"
McEntire said.

New-§-p-iogram
forces changes
at local station
WKMS, 91.3 FM, the public
radio service of Murray State University supported by listeners in
the Four Rivers Region, is making some program changes to
accommodate a news magazine program.
"Sunday Sampler" wi11 be a
review of the week's news feature stories and will be broadcast
every Sunday at 5 p.m.
An evolution of the weekday
"Noon Edition," which was last
broadcast July 25, "Sunday Sampler is also produced by the WKMS
news department.
The elimination of "Noon Edition" will enable WKMS to provide listeners more consistent weekday classical music programming
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
NPR newscasts will be broadcast only at noon, 2 p.m. and 3
p.m. during the week. The noon
NPR newscast will be followed
be a second broadcast of "Writers Almanac" with Garrison Keillor. which is also heard at 8:30
a.m. weekdays.
The addition of "Sunday Sampler" to the lineup brings a new
schedule and sound to Sunday
afternoons.
"Zorba Paster on Your Health"
will move from 6 p.m. Sunday to
6 a.m. Saturday, Connie Alexander's "Connecting People and
Places" will be broadcast at 5:30
p.m. Sunday and "The Mississippi River of Song" will move to
6 p.m. Sundays on 91.3 FM, 92.1
FM Paducah and 99.5 FM Paris.
WKMS is the listener-supported public radio station licensed to
Murray State University. Programming National Public Radio
news and a variety of music.
WKMS provides listening guides
800-599-4737
at
or
at
www.wkms.org.

Third Reich.
moments for Spitz was in June
Now a 75-year-old retiree, Spitz 1947, as prosecutors were preis still haunted.
senting evidence of the Nazis' "sea
"I have never really recovered water experiments," conducted with
from it," said the Aurora, Colo., the goal of finding a process to
resident, in Boston on Thursday make the briny water potable.
to address the 100th anniversary-"The victims were German,
meeting of the National Court Czech and Polish gypsies deprived
Reporters Association. "It was a of food and given only sea water
horrific experience. We had to for weeks, which resulted in excruwrite sometimes with tears in our ciating pain and foaming at the
eyes."
,nouth and, in most cases, madThe Allies — the United States. ness," Spitz recalled.
Soviet Union, Britain and France
One witness was a survivor of
— set up the international tribu- the experiment who, when asked
nal to bring Hitler's henchmen to to identify his torturer, darted
account. More than 200 Nazi mil- toward the defendants' section and
itary leaders, diplomats, government leaped over a table, arms outofficials, industrialists and doctors stretched toward the German docwere tried. Many were sent to tor. A guard later told Spitz authorprison, a few were sentenced to ities found a knife on the witdeath and some were acquitted.
ness.
In all, the 13 trials produced
"This little man (was) futilely
330,000 pages of testimony.
bent on delivering his own brand
Spitz was one of 26 American of justice," said Spitz, who is half
court reporters who went to Ger- German, adding that the victim
many in 1946. She used pen and was later sent to jail for three
paper, while others used stenotype months for contempt of court "after
machines.
all of the torture he had already
Spitz sat through nearly two suffered."
years of wrenching testimony and
At Nuremberg, Spitz met an
graphic evidence, including scores Army policeman she would marry.
of photographs and films depict- Since divorced, they have two
ing the dead and tortured.
grown sons.
Spitz went on to serve as court
ane of the most dramatic

reporter in criminal and civil trials in Denver and in military courts
around the country. She was a
reporter of debates for the U.S.
House of Representatives from 1972
to 1982 and, after another stint in
Denver courts, retired in 1985.
Spitz said she reopened the
wounds of Nuremberg when she
learned a Colorado teacher reportedly told students that the Holocaust, which killed 6 million Jews,
was a hoax.
"That fired me up so badly,"
Spitz said. "I just hauled out my
files and put together a prepared
lecture. A mission has found me."
In the last 10 years, Spitz has
spoken about her experiences to
more than 19,000 people in at
least 30 states.
For years after Nuremberg, and
occasionally since, Spitz had a
recurring nightmare set in a concentration camp. In the dream, she
is trying to escape with five small
children through an underground
tunnel, holding a candle for light
and praying the Nazi guards above
do not hear her.
She always wakes up before
the ending, never escaping that
tunnel .— or her memories.
"I have not escaped to this
day," she said.

1999 Chevrolet Cavalier 2DR
Stock # 99294

•Automatic
•Air Conditioning
*36 month, closed end lease, price includes sales tax. $644.99 due
at lease signing (includes: 1st month payment,security deposit,
1st year license). 36 month-36,000 miles - with approved credit.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.'

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: I'm having difficulty ridding my 7-year-old daughter
of pinworms My doctor said that one
dose of medicine was enough, but the
problem keeps recurring
DEAR READER: The problem your
daughter is experiencing is probably
simple reinfection. Pinworm eggs are
expelled in fecal material and can get
on children's hands by inadvertent,
direct contact or when youngste
play in dirt that was contaminate
the eggs. Because most children has
a tendency to put their fingers in their
mouths, the tiny eggs can unknowingly be swallowed. Once in the intestinal
tract, they hatch and grow into adulthood, mate and produce eggs that
pass out of the rectum The life-cycle
is thereby completed.
One-dose eradication is, as your
doctor stated, usually sufficient to rid
the body of pinworms. However, the
very next hour, a child can become
reinfected by the method I described
above .
0
I suggest that all the family members take a one-dose treatment.
Naturally, this won't prevent your
daughter from picking up pinworms at
school or play, but it may help eliminate other sources of contamination.
Also, you might want to alert the par
ii tricourts
as a
U.S.
1972
int in
85.
the
n she
eportHoloJews,

ents of your child's playmates and
schoolmates so that a more widespread treatment of pinworm carriers
can interrupt the cycle. Obviously,
hand-washing and improved personal
hygiene are a must. Tc the extent that
you can, discourage your daughter
from putting fingers and toys into her
mouth. Pinworm infections, although
more a nuisance than a serious health
concern, are epidemic in certain parts
of the country, especially the South.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 6-month-old
daughter's pediatrician just informed
s that she has a heart murmur. He
assured us that such murmurs are
common in babies and are not cause
for concern, unless testing shows a
serious cardiac problem. However, we
worry that this could lead to later
heart disease. What should we watch
for?
DEAR READER: Heart murmurs in
children are more the rule than the
exception. Although some childhood
murmurs may reflect underlying cardiac abnormalities (your pediatrician
is the best judge of that), most are
entirely innocent. Doctors call them
"functional," and they are heard
through the stethoscope as "shhh"
sounds between the "lub" and "dub"
of normal heart tones. Functional
murmurs often persist until youngsters enter their late teens: then, as
young people attain full growth, the
murmurs disappear.
As a general rule, murmurs of
infancy do not represent or lead to)
heart disease. Nor do they alter normal development, but, obviously, your
pediatrician will want to monitor your
daughter's health and growth pattern.
In fact, such monitoring is appropriate for all children, whether or not
they have murmurs. To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my new and revised Health
Report "Understanding Heart
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.

Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.
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15RIMSTEAD! WHY
HAVEN'T ',VU
STARTED ON
THAT REPORT
TO THE
STOOCHOLOERS

DEAR ABBY: Like most of your would print it; maybe my daughter
Ten years ago
readers, I never thought I'd be vnite or some other parent will see it and
to Mr. and Mrs. Skip Pisa and a
Gene
Mg to you, but Fm at my wit's end.
Cook,
Christopher girl to Mr. and Mrs.
realize how their drug use is affectNoby CarI am a 38-year -old married ing the families they leave behind.
Edwards, Scott Gordon, Michael raway,
July 25; a girl to Mr. and
woman. My husband doesn't drink,
Hill and Scott Rose, all Murray Mrs.
CAROLYN IN ALABAMA
James A. Oakley and a girl
doesn't smoke, doesn't fool around,
High School students. and Mike to
Pfc.
and Mrs. William D. Jackis physically fit, great in bed and
DEAR CAROLYN:Your grandHopkins. Jon Rose and Kathy Wil- son,
not afraid to shower. He works at a child's poignant letter is
July 26.
well
son, all Calloway County High
full-time job, as well as a part-time worth space in this column
•M and Mrs. Levi Smith of
. School students, are
job, and he's an equal partner in the Read on:
participating Hardin will be married
50 years
in the Governor's Scholars Pro- Aug.
area of child care. So, what's my
3.
problem?
gram at Centre College, Danville,
"Hello, my name is Candi. I'm
Forty years ago
This man has never admitted he going to tell you what drugs did to
this summer.
Murray State- College Summer
was wrong about anything in the 13 my mother. She left me, my
Mr. and Mrs. James Grooms Concert
dad
Band presented a "Straw
years we've been married! He has and my brother who is only 2 years
were married 40 years July 30.
never apologized for any thought- old. He cries at night for her. SomeHat" concert on the campus last
Mrs. Nona Peterson of West night.
less thing he's done, has never times I cry, too. My dad is really
Prof. Paul W. Shahan is the
View Nursing Home celebrated her
acknowledged that anything he's hurt. Me and my brother will grow
director of the 40-piece band.
ever said has caused me pain or up without a mother.
103rd birthday on July 26.
Attending the national convenembarrassment, and refuses to
Twenty years, ago
"Well, you heard what drugs will
tion
of the Supreme Forrest Woodadmit that this isn't normal.
do to people. So, please — don't do
The third annual membership men
Circle Convention at Denver,
When I let him know this really drug's."
drive of Murray-Calloway County
Colo., are Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
bothers me, he'll joke and say,
Community Theatre got a big boost
"Someday, if I'm ever wrong, I'll
Melugin and Mr. and Mrs. W.Z.
this week with the presentation of
apologize." I'll admit that my
Carter. The ladies are delegates to
response is usually a smart-aleck
DEAR ABBY: Since Sen. a $6,000 check for the director's the convention
from Kentucky.
salary assistance from the Keninsult, but I think that after all Gramm's letter appeared in your
Fifty years ago
these years of being married to Mr. column, congressional offices across
tucky Arts Commission.
Gerald Dunnaway, a senior from
Perfect, Fm entitled.
America have been bombarded with
Published is a picture of the
I love this guy, I really do. But I requests for flags flown over
the
Lynn Grove High School Chap18
cheerlea
ders from Murray High
the
don't think I can bear to spend the Capitol. This is great! It's
ter of the Future Farmers of Amerwonderful
School
who
attended
the
1979
Ole
rest of my life with a man who to see so many patriotic citizens
Miss Mid-South Cheerleader Insti- ica, was elected president of the
thinks that my feelings are unim- wishing to display Old Glory.
tute at the University of Missis- Kentucky FFA at the 20th annuportant. I'm not usually one to hold
Unfortunately, the prices Sen.
al meeting at Louisville.
sippi.
a grudge, but since he won't apolo- Gramm quoted were out
of date.
In summer graduation exercisgize about anything, I stay angry at Those who wish to obtain
Mr. and Mrs. Derwood Edwards
a flag
es
at Murray State College on
him much longer than I should should contact the local office
will
be
married
50 years Aug. 5.
of
about inconsequential things. Short their congressional represen
July 28, diplomas were presented
Thirty years ago
tative
of divorce, what do I do?
or senators for a list of the correct
Dwaine Rogers, Rehne Owen. to 106 graduates. Dr. Ralph H.
FRUSTRATED prices so • delivery will not be
Richard Stone, Grundy Falwell, Woods, MSC president, was the
•, ,
delayed.
Ronnie Geurin and Danny Chap- speaker.
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Your
-Thanks, Abby. Once again,
Births reported 'include a„sirl
man members.and Eugene Chaney,
husband is a 9 on a scale of 10 — you've provided a great service
for
adviser, of the Calloway County to Mr. and Mrs. Talman Winand that's a pretty terrific your readers.
score. When he says something
High School Chapter of the Future chester, July 26; a boy to Mr. and
A CAPITOL HILL READER
hurtful or embarrassing, perFarmers of America, spent a week Mrs. William N. Murdock, a boy
haps you should be slower to
DEAR CAPITOL HILL
at the Kentucky FFA Leadership to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hobbs
make a "smart-aleck" comment, READER:Thank you for setting
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. DalTraining Center at Hardinsburg.
and instead let him see an the record straight.
las
Darnell. July 27.
Births reported include a girl
honest reaction. It would make
it more difficult for him to joke
his way out of an apology..
P.S. Believe it or not, the
inability to admit one is wrong North dealer.
By The Associated Press
one account, he had 10 tricks tucked
is a sign of insecurity.
Today is Monday, Aug. 2, th-e--Neither side vulnerable
away in less than a minute.
NORTH
He won the opening spade 214th day of 1999: There are 151
4K 106
lead
with the king and cashed the days left in the year.
DEAR ABBY: The poem you
VA K J 4
Today's Highlight in History:
ace of hearts, revealing the bad
printed, "Cocaine," really hit home
• A 109 5
break.
On
Aug. 2. 1776. members of
Seeming
ly
unfazed
by this
because I have a daughter who got
4K 7
development. Chemla next cashed the Continental Congress began
hooked on it, and she has destroyed
the A-Q of spades, then led a dia- attaching their signatures to the
the lives of everyone around her.
mond to the ten, losing to the king. Declaration of Independence.
Enclosed is a letter from her
East's diamond return was
On this date:
11-year-old daughter. I wish you
taken by the queen, and a club was
In 1876, frontiersman "Wild
+A 10 9 8 6 3
+Q2
led to the king. When this held. Bill"
Hickok was shot and killed
SOUTH
declarer cashed the ace of diamonds
while playing poker at a saloon
AQ3
and led dummy's last diamond,
✓ 10 7 5 2
ruffed by East with the eight and in Deadwood, S.D.
In 1934, German President paul
•Q 6 4
overruffed with the ten to produce
416 J 5 4
this position with South needing von Hindenburg died, paving the
The bidding:
way for Adolf Hitler's complete
North
East
South
takeover."
West
14
Pass
IV
Pass
In 1939, Albert Einstein signed
3 NT
Pass
4V
a letter to President Roosevelt urgOpening lead — two of spades.
ing .creation_of an atomic weapons
Today's hand occurred at the.
research program.
1986 World Team Championship
In 1943, a Navy patrol torpein a match between teams from
South
do
boat. P1'-109. commanded by
France and..thr—Nt_theriands. The
V7 5
Lt. John- F. -Kennedy, -sank after
deal featured sparkling play by
4.1 5
being sheared in two by a Japanthe French at both tables.
When Chemla now exited with
ese destroyer off the Solomon_
When France held the North- a club, the defenders were
help- Islands.
South cards, Paul Chemla wound less. West put up the ace to
prevent
Ten years ago: Abortion rights
up as declarer in four hearts on his partner from being endplay
ed,
the bidding shown. In the French but this merely delayed the inevi- advocates gained a surprising victory in the U.S. House of Reprepair's methods, North's jump to table. West's club continuation
was
IF I CAN'T PUT HER
three notrump indicated a strong ruffed by the four and overruff
sentativ
es, which voted against
ed by
OUT OF HER MISERY, AT
hand with excellent heart sup- East, who then had to lead
includin
g abortion curbs in a spendfrom
the
LEAST I CAN PUT MYSELF
port, and South then signed off at Q-9 of trumps into dummy'
s K-J to ing hill for the District of ColumOUT OF MINE
game.
give South the contract.
bia.
It may appear that the 5-0
Tomorrow, we'll see what hapFive years ago: Serbia threattrump division spelled certain de- pened at the second table to
give ened to cut all aid to the Bosnfeat for the contract, but Chemla France a substantial pickup on
-the ian
-they didr1-1 --approve—
proved otherwise. According to deal.
an international peace plan.
One year ago: Cyclist Marco
Pantani of Italy won the Tour de
France. which had been marred
by a doping Scandal. VentritOquist
Hirt and
Shari Lewis died in Los Angeles
Pacino
at age 65.
1 Alphabet
— Andrei,'
-

tOlIAT HAPPENED, CHARLENE "?
I WAS '40LING . I WAS EVEN
SORT OF CUTE... I USED
UP ALL MY GOOD '4EARS
THIS STUPID OFFICE...

NOW TM OLD AND PAST MY
PRIME, AND NOW I HAVE TO
LOOK FOR A HUSBAND AND
FATHER OF MY CHILDREN ??
NOW, WHEN I'M WRINKLED
AND FLABBY AND SET IN
M"IW ANS?? _NOW I'M

SUPPOSE D ID FIND 10/
PRINCE CHARMNCr??

FIVE MORE MINUTES OF GOOD
SKIN TONE JUST
SLIPPED AWA4

sequence
4 — pocus
9 Resort
12 Meadow
13 What's in

I'VE KNoV4N ABOUT LAWRENCE'S
FATHER FOR A LONG TIME,MIKE
SINCE I WAS 8.

CONNIE To(..12 MOM
EVERyTHING. THEy
WERE SITTING PT THE
KITCHEN TABI-E,HAVING.
ONE OF THEIR LONG.
CONVERSATIONS

The two of
us
Fencers
sword
— Mountains
of South
Amenca
Yorkshire
river
Choked
Recording
artists award
Altar words
Type of rum
Motorists
org
— sequitur
Have an
offensive
odor
Fiber cluster

14 Make cutting
blows
15 Charge with
gas
17 Something
easily done
19 Baker's
product
20 Vigor
21 Mr Knievel
23 Copper
symbol
24 Fragrance
27 On behalf of
28 Hockey
great's family
30 Italian wine
city
31 Hosp
attendant
32 Knotty
34 Article
35 Taro root
37 Sticky
substances

7E5PECT 15 AN IMF'ORTANT
PART OF A PET-OWNER
RELATIONSHIP; GARFIELD
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CRYPT
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111SWEVEMFOODS
8-2 C 1999 United Feature Syndicate
5 Individual
6 Calcium
symbol
7 Center of
shield
8 Sawlike part
9 White-sale
items
10 Name on a
candy
dispenser

.1 Sunshine St
2 Command to
a horse
3 Paul
Newman
detective film
4 Despise

2
13
16

15

14

17

.

1

19
mai

26

ill
ill

14

ill

il il illiii a
•
mi
il 111
dUUU
iii ii
IUU 111
38

ill

11111
.
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11 Veneration
16 Be ill
18 Outward
20 Plow's effects
21 — Zimbalist
22 Singer
Shepherd
(-Ally
McBear)
23 Steep rock
— of Two

Cities

8

12

3 mo........$18.00
6 mo.
$36.00
1 'T..
$72.00

9

50

26 Wash the
suds out
28 Running
29 Wild plum
32 Progressing
33 Plural ending
36 Fabulous
monster
38 Prehistoric
creature
40 Playwnght
Clifford —
42 Epoch
44 Kind of
cheese
45 — Mountains
of Europe
46 — rummy
47 To-do
48 Baseballer
Hodges
49 Actress West
50 Bark
53 Iron symbol

Daytime Pitaiie

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KT 42071
Or call

(502) 753-1916
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Heat can make outdoor work difficult
•
.
0

• 4
••)

The sizzling summer heat makes
life difficult for those of us who
work outside. Beef cattle and other
animals or livestock should be
watched and tended to carefully during this extreme heat.
Today, our discussion will focus
on the spring and fall calving
herds of beef cattle in Calloway
County and the Purchase Area.
Spring calving herd managers
will be considering removing bulls
from the herd during the first part
of August. Bulls need to be separated and allowed to regain weight
lost during the breeding season.
Remember, fencing should be
exceptional around these bulls
pulled from the herd.
Heat and dry weather is beginning to perish pastures in the county. Short pastures and lack of good
quality grass may force some producers to start supplemental feeding.

. 4.

•

•

•

GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
Endophy te infected fescue w ill
have disastrous effects on cattle during this heated weather. Pasture
other than infected fescue would
be beneficial for cattle producers
to enhance and maintain cattle
body condition during this time
of year.
Creeping calves should be a
consideration for producers this
month. Calves are beginning to
pull down cows nursing them and.
with extra creep for the calves.
both should benefit..
Fall calving managers should

be moving pregnant cows to better pastures. Fall calving cows will
begin to calve soon. Allow time
for this transition before calving
starts.
First calf heifers should also
be placed in confinement conveniently located to headquarters.
Producers should expect calving difficulty with first calf heifers
and .,be ready to deal with problems. HoPefully, all your first calf
heifers will not have problems but
expect problems.
Remember to intervene with

calving problems from first calf
heifers if no progress has been
made in delivery after 90 minutes
of labor or the calf is backwards.
Also, if the calf's head and two
feet are not visible, problems may
exist.
Get equipment ready for assisting cattle calving and keep someone on watch with heifers frequently. Producers of all cattle
should provide plenty of shade for
the cattle to spread out and not
bunch.
Also, water is necessary for
producing cows. Cows may drink
up to 20 gallons per day during
hot weather.
Fly control should still be maintained. Tagged cattle may need to
be sprayed in late summer in a
combined effort for fly control.
Always maintain a good mineral
mix and keep available as free
choice year round.

•

Duncan earns AQHA horseback riding award
Brittany Beane is pictured with her American Quarter Horse,
"Obies Revelation" which she qualified for national shows.

Beane to compete in
world championship
Brittany Beane will travel to
Memphis. Tenn.. to compete in
the National Barrel Horse Association Youth World Championship
Show Aug. 4-7.
She will compete against 1.100
youth, ages 18 and under.
Beane qualified for the NBHA
Youth World Show in ,two of the
three divisions of the youth event
while competing as a member of
NBHA District KY01 which includ-

ed 33. counties in West Kentucky.
She also qualified to compete
in the NBHA Open World Championship Show in Augusta. Ga..
in November.
Beane qualified- for both shows
aboard her American Quarter Horse.
"Obies Revelation."
She is the daughter of Darrell
and Dana Beane of the Lynn Grove
community.

Melissa Duncan of Almo recently earned an award for logging
500 hours in the American Quar,i.
ter Horse Association Horseback
Riding Program. The program provides AQHA members recognition
for time spent riding or driving
American Quarter Horses.
A unique aspect of the program
is its simplicity. Current AQHA
members complete a program application and pay a one-time $25
enrollment fee.
Each enrollee receives an official AQHA log sheet to record
their hours driving or riding their
American -Quarter Horse. Participants. need not own their horse.
but all -official hours' must be
accrued with a registered American Quarter Horse.
The first award, a program
recognition patch, is given after only
50 hours have been logged and

verified.
Patches and nine subsequent
awards are presented'at 100 to 5,000
hour levels and range from merchandise gift certificates from Drysdales Western Store to a Montana
Silversmith trophy belt buckle at
the highest level.
Other awards provided by
AQHA corporate sponsors include
a $25 gift certificate good towards
any item from Drysdales Western

Store, at 750 hours' a headstall
valued at $22 from Cowboy Tack.
At both 1.000 hours and 3,000
hours award recipients receive
recognition in "The Quarter Horse
Journal." AQHA's monthly magazine.

doing such diverse activities that
obvious this program literally
fits everyone who likes spending
time with horses," said Jim Bret
Campbell, AQHA manager of the
horseback riding program.

"AQHA is so proud to offer
this program rewarding people who
enjoy riding and driving American Quarter Horses. Enrollees are

AQHA actively encourages
horseback riding as a recreational
activity that can be enjoyed alone
or shared with family and friends.
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Tobacco partnership makes changes
United States Tobacco Manufacturing Limited Partnership located in Hopkinsville, has made the
following organizational changes.
Danny Kingins has been promoted to the position of assistant
plant manager of the Hopkinsville
facility. Kingins joined the Company in 1983 as a tobacco buyer
.Mainee.
_
He has previously held the positions of supervisor of leaf processing. plant superintendent and
manager of leaf purchasing and
processing.
Kingins. responsibilities include
all leaf purchasing and processing
functions. Reporting to him are
the leaf purchasing and processing and human resources depart-

ments. He will continue to report
to Gary Cadd. vice president.
Kingins has a bachelor's degree
in agriculture education from Murray State University.
In addition, the company has
created a new agronomy department
and has hired David Watson and
John Bourne as tobacco field agronomists.
p
i le,
include-'providing technical assisan_ce---to- area tobacco producers to aid in
finding solutions to issues associated with tobacco production techniques. as well as keeping farmers abreas(of new information that
will enhance the quality of their
tobacco crops.
Watson has his bachelor's degree
in agriculture from Murray State

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
503 S. 12th St.• 753-81040
flk•reti

—Breakfast

University and was recently
employed as an environmental technician for Lockheed Martin. He
resides in Murray.
Bourne received a bachelor's
degree in agriculture from Austin
Peay State University and has over
20 years experience in the tobacco buying and processing field.
He -resides in carat Rill, Tenn.

VET
TALK
by Dr Ben Character
Screeeeeeeeeeeech...Thump!
This is a sickening sound when
the result is a pet that has been
hit by a car or truck.
1111

tee-forrate.teleoti te.tteueraot...

Special Everyday

—

There are several things that
can be done by you before and
during transport for care

S2.1 5

Breakfast and Full Regular Menu Served AN-17111f.

Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet — Sun.-Fri. $4.50
Country Supper Buffet — Mon.-Sat.$4.95

Frequently very traumatic accidents result in broken bones that
can be very painful. When in
pain, even the friendliest animal
may bite In these cases a large
towel to use as a sling, is a handy
tool for moving the animal to a
vehicle for transport.

St. #99236 - NC, AM/FM cassette, alum. wheels, much more!
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Russell Shanklin • Joe Nance (Bo)

If you see active bleeding. pressure should be applied to the
area with a clean cloth. Maintain
pressure for 4-5 minutes or until
the bleeding has stopped.

211 Maple Street, Murray, KY 42071 • 759-1111
ace—Coulee e,e,„0atc. 1,ge. - 204-tem R-e-a2ucksi4.
OmeSeeetee j.tvealtvtuct etusou4o.9 geed.d.

The most important thing to
remember under these conditions
is to remain calm, and contact
your veterinarian as soon as possible.

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP

Wastside
Veterinary
Service

Deb's Coastal 3
•

753-7333
Owners. Debbie ,& 71./ftckey Stom

*36 mo. closed-end lease, payment plus tax, 12,000 mile per year, $528.29 at
lease signing, includes first month's payment, security deposit, license plates,
$750 factory rebate included in calculation, w/approved credit.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.''

Brought to you as a public service by the veterinarians who
care for your animals at

Rev. Calvin Clark welcomes all
of his former friends and customers from West Main Citgo to

2420 E. Wood St., Paris
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

1271 Robertson Rd. South
Rev. Calvin Clark
Ai..ar.
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753-6749
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